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E D I T O R I A L
‘An Innovative Application of System Safety Methodology’ attests to DSTA engineers’ ability
to innovate when confronted with a new situation. Faced with the challenge of assuring
the safe use of a proprietary and commercial facility (i.e. the Vertical Wind Tunnel) for the
SAF, the team adapted the military system safety process to ensure a safe, realistic and costeffective training environment for the SAF parachutist.

Tan Yang How
Editor, DSTA Horizons
President, DSTA Academy
2012 marks a new beginning for DSTA Academy which was rebranded from DSTA College
on 1 April 2012. Going beyond the name change, DSTA Academy will be strengthened as
an important pillar to equip Engineering and Scientific Personnel with deep professional
knowledge necessary to deliver complex systems as well as raise their professional standing
in Singapore.

The next two articles highlight the perennial challenges faced by DSTA engineers who
manage Army projects and develop systems for armoured vehicles. First, a military
computer must be designed to mitigate the effects of vibration in armoured vehicles.
A fresh and yet to be tested solution is proposed for ‘Ruggedising Off-the-Shelf
Computers for Military Applications’ while achieving cost-effectiveness at the same
time. Second, measures for ‘Reducing Vibration in Armoured Tracked Vehicles’ are
presented to minimise the impact of vibration on crew efficiency, fatigue levels, safety and
long-term health.

Leveraging DSTA’s diverse talents, its unsurpassed resource in practical knowledge and
experience in systems engineering, as well as complex programme management and
development, DSTA Academy is well placed as fertile ground for our people to learn from
the best in our defence community. We trust that the learning and network built at the
DSTA Academy will enable our professionals to collaborate and apply cross-disciplinary
knowledge to develop and implement cost-effective systems solutions for the defence and
security of Singapore.

A discussion on innovation would not be complete without a discourse on how DSTA has
striven to meet the challenges of the ongoing transformation of a Third Generation SAF.
Two articles in this issue highlight DSTA’s continuing endeavours to manage projects and
systems which are increasingly complex. First, ‘Communications Modelling and Simulation
for Development of Network-Centric C4 Systems’ describes how communications M&S
can be used to define and design complex communications networks. Second, ‘Evolutionary
Development of System of Systems through Systems Architecting’ suggests systems
architecting as an effective means to realise and manage the evolutionary development of
SoS coherently over the system’s development life cycle.

Aligned with this vision, DSTA Horizons continues as a key channel of DSTA for knowledge
sharing within the defence community. Given our unique roles and responsibilities in defence
capability development, we have ample opportunities to undertake difficult project challenges
and innovate creatively. Anchored on innovation, this eighth issue covers a selection of 10
articles to showcase our novel applications, solutions and frameworks which have been
applied to a wide range of projects and studies.

Through a system’s life cycle, obsolescence must be managed to maximise the value of a
military system. Using real case studies, the article ‘Comprehensive Life Cycle Approach to
Obsolescence’ explains how a practical framework can manage obsolescence cost effectively
in the different phases of the system’s life cycle.

The issue begins with the article ‘Innovative Approaches to Rock Tunnelling’ which describes
the construction of the Underground Ammunition Facility. With limited land in Singapore,
the use of underground space had to be optimised through rock engineering technologies.
The article introduces innovative approaches to rock cavern development as well as risk
management and contracting practices which were applied while adapting a well-known
tunnelling methodology to the local context.
In land-scarce Singapore, there is a severe lack of training areas. The numerous instrumented
training systems acquired by the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) are constantly enhanced by
DSTA engineers to maintain a highly realistic environment for the soldiers to train in. ‘Realising
the Singapore Armed Forces Instrumented Battlefield’ shares the innovative solutions that
have been put in place by our Modelling and Simulation (M&S) engineers, and suggests an
integrated training framework that will pave the way for the next quantum leap in training
systems capability development.

It is also critical to take a proactive approach to manage IT disasters as data centres house the
most valuable assets of organisations. ‘Staying Prepared for IT Disasters’ illustrates the key
considerations for a comprehensive IT Disaster Recovery plan and describes the measures that
one should undertake in the event of a disaster in a data centre.
Finally, ‘A Venture Capitalist’s Perspective on Innovation’ is Cap Vista’s take on its journey
as DSTA’s strategic investment arm since its inception in 2003. The article shares how Cap
Vista Pte Ltd collaborates with partners in the broader entrepreneurship ecosystem as it
seeks to nurture innovative technology start-ups as well as small and medium enterprises in
Singapore.
It is our hope that readers will find the articles informative and insightful and that the open
sharing will continue to inspire a culture of learning and growth. I am grateful to the authors
for their contributions and dedication and look forward to continuing the quest for new
knowledge and deeper insights in another enriching issue of DSTA Horizons next year.
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ABSTRACT

Innovative Approaches to
Rock Tunnelling

The Underground Ammunition Facility (UAF) was the
first major rock cavern project in Singapore, where
principles of rock engineering were applied extensively
in its development.
This article introduces the technologies in rock
engineering for the construction of the UAF,
particularly

the

adaptation

of

the

Norwegian

Tunnelling Technology to the local context. It also
discusses innovative approaches to rock cavern
development as well as risk management and
contracting

practice,

which

have

contributed

significantly to the successful development of the UAF.
S Santhirasekar
Chow Kim Sun
Zhou Yingxin
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Innovative Approaches to
Rock Tunnelling

INTRODUCTION
The

Underground

rapid and safe excavation at a low cost
(Sekar, Zhou and Zhao, 2010).

Ammunition

(UAF) was the first hard-rock cavern project

The NTT is a system of tunnelling practices

in Singapore where the construction of large

and processes that encompasses a complete

underground spaces was relatively new.

set of techniques for investigation, design,

Due to the limited land space in Singapore,

construction and rock support. It adopts

the use of underground space has to be

a systematic approach to the different

optimised, leaving less room for flexibility

phases of tunnelling and follows principles

when planning the tunnel and cavern layout.

of the observational method which includes

Hence, rock engineering was a key part of

assessment of the variations in ground

the development of the UAF.

conditions, observation during construction,
and modification of design to suit actual site

A mature tunnelling technology known as

conditions. The success of this method also

the Norwegian Tunnelling Technology (NTT)

depends on close collaboration among the

was adapted to the local context. The use

client, contractors, design engineers and

and transfer of NTT was an essential part

engineering geologists (Blindheim, 1997).

of the strategy to build local capability
NTT, the project management team (PMT)
implemented

innovative

approaches

to

rock cavern management as well as risk

•

The successful completion of tunnel projects

•

methods

and

approaches.

The NTT was chosen to be adopted for
the UAF project, among other tunnelling
methods

such

as

the

New

Austrian

of the layout plan, rock support design, cost

excavation involves working with uncertain

and construction safety. These investigations

ground conditions as the quality of rock mass

were overlapping in scope, which reduced

cannot be determined until it is excavated.

variability and uncertainty (Sekar, Zhou and

Moreover, cavern construction was relatively

Zhao, 2010) in the data obtained.

new in Singapore. Thus, to ensure that the
site was suitable for construction and to

A three-stage approach was employed for

obtain reliable data for tunnel design, site

the UAF project:

investigations had to be carried out. Site

a. Preliminary site investigations to establish

investigations were also essential to establish

overall feasibility

the 3D geological model of the cavern,
which included the rock head elevation,

b. Main phase investigations based on

major geologicial features and distribution

selected method of tunnelling

of rock mass properties.
Geotechnical

c. Supplementary

investigations

in

investigations

during

design and construction

Norway

of

the

NTT

Use of engineering geology report as

2008)

Site investigations for the UAF included

First, investigations are conducted prior

specialist geo-physical surveys and rock

to construction works to obtain the base

drilling. In addition to obtaining rock

data for the design and planning works.

mechanics properties, results from the

Second, investigations are conducted during

site investigations were used to establish
the geological model and the rock mass

(Norwegian

Tunnelling

Society,

Establishment of unit prices for various

construction

rock conditions: client pays according to

ahead of tunnel face) to obtain detailed

actual rock conditions

information for on-site decisions.

works

(e.g.

probe-drilling

classification.
The investigations showed the rock mass to

•

Use of preliminary design for tendering

•

Selection of detailed design during

investigations

excavation,
mapping

methods and diamond core drilling to assess

profile using results from the electrical

Close collaboration between contractor

the site conditions. These activities formed

resistivity and seismic refraction surveys.

•

which

is

after

tunnel

site

be of good or very good quality for cavern

using

construction. Figure 1 depicts a joint image

a combination of modern geophysical

of the three-layer composite geological

For

the

UAF

project,
were

extensive

carried

out

and client geologists

relies on the employment of appropriate
tunnelling

features

basis for cost estimates

efficient and successful delivery of the UAF

ROCK TUNNELLING
TECHNOLOGY

main

(Barton et al., 1992) are:

the innovative approaches have led to the
project.

process, which involved the consideration

are usually carried out in two stages
The

management and contracting practice.
This article introduces NTT and explains how

an integral part of the engineering design

Unlike the construction of buildings, rock

Facility

in rock tunnelling. While adopting the

Site Investigations

•

Forum for resolving differences on site

•

Emergency power conferred to contractor

Weathered
trench – T11

Weathered
trench – T12

F11

EN2-ES2

EN1-ES1

F11

Weathered
trench – T12

in the event of adverse conditions

Tunnelling Method which is primarily for
Some of the key processes and techniques

design approach. The NTT was assessed

in rock tunnelling applied in the UAF

to be the most appropriate for the design,

project, such as site investigations, design,

construction and support of underground

construction and rock support, are discussed

openings in hard rock and it permitted

in the following sections.

7
Figure 1. Composite geological profile using results from the electrical resistivity and seismic
refraction surveys (Source: Zhou, 2001)
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The Use of Q-system for
Tunnel Design

considered a very important basis for
establishing a mutual understanding or a
common “tunnelling language” among

A key component of the NTT is the

the

Q-system used for tunnel design. As

(Zhou, 2002). The adoption of the Q-system

shown in Figure 2, the Q-system is a design

was also critical because local regulations did

method based on the tunnelling quality

not have any design code for rock tunnelling

index, Q. The tunnelling index Q was

work.

developed by the Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute in the 1970s (Barton et al., 1974),
which was based on the evaluation of a large

PMT,

consultant

and

contractor

Drill and Blast Tunnelling
Cycle

number of case histories of underground
excavation stability. The Q-system is the

Tunnelling can be carried out by mechanical

most commonly used method for rock mass

methods, such as tunnel boring machines

classification in the world.

and road headers, or the conventional
drill-and-blast method. The choice of method

Based on the site investigation results, the

depends on site geology and project-specific

rock mass is classified according to the

conditions, such as the length and cross-

Q-system for the preliminary support design.

section of the tunnel. The drill-and-blast

The actual support design is determined

approach was the only practical method for

during construction, after the excavated

the UAF project, because of the hard rock

tunnel surfaces are mapped and a final rock

and complex geometric layout of the facility.

mass classification is done based on the
The drill-and-blast method of construction

tunnel mapping data.

is a cyclical process. A typical tunnel
For the UAF project, the PMT and contractor

construction

agreed to adopt the NTT based on the

activities as shown in Figure 3. The cycle

Q-system as a guideline for estimating

begins with surveying, then continues with

rock mass conditions and rock support

drilling,

requirements.

removing the muck, scaling and installing

arrangement

was

charging,

consists

blasting,

of

several

ventilating,

the rock support. As these activities are

excavation area. Further mechanisation was

interdependent, proper coordination among

carried out for the support infrastructure

different work teams is essential to conduct

services in the excavated area.

tunnelling at multiple locations.
In the UAF project, the time taken for each
tunnel cycle ranged from 12 to 15 hours,
depending on the geometry of the tunnel
excavated.
Highly

Fully

computerised

drilling

jumbos

(see Figure 4) were used to drill holes in
the rock face for more accurate blasting
results. Thereafter, the holes were filled
with explosives and detonated. Next, the

mechanised

processes

were

introduced to the drill-and-blast works

excavated area was ventilated to remove
any toxic fumes created from the blasting,

work,

and the tunnel muck was cleared away.

enhancing

After scaling the loose rocks, rock supports

safety as a result. These mechanised

were installed for the walls and crown of the

processes

tunnel. This process was repeated until the

which

reduced

improving

heavy

productivity
included

manual
and

using

automated,

robotic and specialised equipment in the

tunnel was fully excavated.

9
Figure 2. Barton’s Q-chart (Source: Barton et al., 1992)

Figure 4. State-of-the-art drilling jumbos in operation
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Figure 3. Typical drill-and-blast tunnelling cycle
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The rock supports helped to prevent the

on foreign expertise and the subsequent

arrangements

minimising

the contractual arrangement. First, parties

rock mass from caving in. For the UAF,

transfer

the

geological risks (Zhou and Cai, 2007).

involved in the contract have to decide how

the rock support system used consisted

PMT

with

Emphasis was also placed on facilitating

the geological risks will be shared. Second,

of steel-fibre reinforced sprayed concrete

the contractor to manage these risks

technology transfer, as competency build-up

they have to plan how the design and rock

(known as shotcrete) and cement-grouted

innovatively. While constructing the UAF,

within the local community was essential to

excavation will be managed.

rock bolts (see Figure 5). Rock bolts have

the Housing Development Board (HDB)

minimise geological and security risks.

a “stitching” function that is used mainly

was operating within the quarry and its

to

of

technology.

established

Thus,

collaboration

aimed

at

The NTT’s concept for addressing geological

while

quarrying operations could have had an

The rock excavation work was divided into

risks is focused on risk sharing. Under

shotcrete helps to contain the smaller blocks

impact on the UAF’s rock space requirements.

two phases: the pilot phase and the main

the

in between the rock bolts. The versatility

This situation led to another partnership

phase. The pilot phase was a small portion of

(see Figure 6), the PMT is responsible for

and adaptability of the NTT have been

which allowed both agencies to meet their

the overall rock excavation work, but the site

the ground conditions, the site investigation

demonstrated through this project and its

requirements.

chosen for this phase represented the worst

results and the overall design concept while

expected geological conditions.

the contractor is mainly responsible for the

support

larger

rock

blocks,

ability to make use of either shotcrete or rock
bolts for the initial and final rock support.

Stringent

regulations

and

control

and storage of explosives, as well as work

Sleeve seals bolt against corrosion;
buttons centre sleeve in hole helps to
anchor bolt firmly in grout

and safety conditions, posed challenges
related to the blasting works of the UAF.
Expansion
Shell
Shaft is a highstrength rebar

Hemispherical
dome has hole for
grout injection

The pilot phase was conducted with the
following objectives:
•

To ensure safety requirements were met,
the PMT searched for new technologies

•

in the market. The limited resources in
Singapore spurred the PMT to come up with
sustainable initiatives that addressed the

•

rocks and pond water was explored. The PMT
also challenged the conventional methods in

technology

transfer

and

sharing

concept

Society, 2008).
For the pilot phase and main phase of
the

Understand geological conditions and

Design-Bid-Build

rock mass quality

for the UAF project. This type of contract

Evaluate effectiveness of excavation

Collate data on cost, unit rates and time

•

Verify design assumptions and cavern
performance through instrumentation

•

with specifications (Norwegian Tunnelling

competency build-up

•

rock engineering design to maximise land
use for the UAF development.

Facilitate

method and rock support

need for environmental protection. Thus, the
innovative reuse of tunnel muck, excavated

risk

construction performance in accordance

in

Singapore on the handling, transportation

Norwegian

Gather feedback for improving the

excavation

work,

the

contract

was

traditional
adopted

allowed more flexibility in dealing with
the geological risks during excavation.
In this arrangement, the selection of
consultants,

approval

of

design

and

specifications, and the overall control of
the project remained with DSTA (client),
while the consultant carried out the detailed
design (Zhou, 2002).

design and technical specifications of the
The following section explains how these

tunnel

Unlike the main phase, the pilot phase was
based on a cost-plus or cost-reimbursable

innovations were applied to overcome
Figure 5. End anchored rock bolt (Top)
and application of shotcrete (Bottom)

challenges as well as to achieve cost savings

From a risk management point of view,

and higher productivity.

there are two main aspects to consider in

INNOVATIONS IN ROCK
ENGINEERING

Winning Through
Collaboration

While adapting the NTT to the local context,

> Risk Management and Contracting

the PMT had to address several unique

Practice

challenges of the project through innovation.

The management of geological risks was

contract. Under the cost-plus contract, the

given high priority for the UAF project. This
tunnelling meant that the PMT had to rely

11

included a comprehensive site investigation
programme

and

various

contractual

Figure 6. Norwegian concept of risk sharing for different contracts
(Source: Norwegian Tunnelling Society, 2008)
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contractor is paid for the costs incurred for

wanted to continue its quarrying operations

the works, plus a fixed percentage of the

for as long as possible. The PMT worked

value of work done – covering overhead costs,

with the HDB Quarry Office to devise a

management fees and the profit margin.

plan that would allow quarrying operations

The cost-plus contract was used for the pilot

to continue, while the quarry was shaped

phase due to the lack of local expertise and

according to the requirements of the UAF

experience. This form of contracting also

project.

Start Point
of
Excavation

1:8 Construction Access Tunnel
1:15 Access Tunnel

Storage
Level

facilitated technology transfer and provided
Previous quarry operations had left the

the main phase. Using a cost-plus contract

quarry wall heavily damaged which required

required very tight management and deep

additional works for quarry wall protection.

technical involvement by DSTA, as well

Based on the PMT’s input, controlled blasting

as close collaboration among all parties

was incorporated into HDB’s quarry blasting,

working on the project.

resulting in minimal rock damage to the final
quarry walls. This inter-agency collaboration

Upon completion of the pilot phase, the

was a win-win approach that helped the

client and contractor established a common

project to save more than S$2 million in

understanding of the expected geological

rock excavation and quarry wall protection

conditions and references for the various

works, as well as to reduce the construction

cost components. The main phase of the

lead time.

excavation was based on a lump sum
Design-Bid-Build contract with unit rates.
The advantage of the high flexibility in

Excavating More for Higher
Productivity

drill-and-blast tunnelling was fully realised
with corresponding contracts that specified

The drill-and-blast method is cyclical in

a fair risk sharing between the client and the

nature and it is a slow process with the

contractor. As a result, the rock excavation

average blasting cycle advancing at a rate of

work went smoothly without any disputes

five metres in length. For optimal resource

while achieving very competitive cost rates

utilisation and shorter overall excavation

for rock excavation (Zhou and Cai, 2007).

time,

it

is

advantageous

to

excavate

concurrently on multiple working faces.
> Combining Aggregate Mining
and Quarry Shaping

Based on the facility layout, the contractor

Shaping the Mandai quarry was an essential

had to excavate the long access tunnel

part of the design to ensure facility protection

leading to the storage area, as the storage

and external safety. With nearly 30 hectares

level was where multiple faces could be

of surface area covering the construction

opened for excavating a major volume of

site, the Mandai quarry required substantial

rock. However, this approach to construction

rock excavation.

would result in longer excavation time and
lower productivity.

During the early stages of the UAF
construction, HDB was operating within

To gain direct access to the storage area

the existing quarry which provided building

and open up multiple working faces, the

materials for its housing projects. Thus, HDB

PMT instructed the contractor to excavate

Figure 7. Sketch of construction access tunnel

tunnel

project. This product was introduced for the

(see Figure 7) with a steeper gradient. This

first time in Singapore. The bulk emulsion

construction access tunnel required the PMT

is classified as a Class 5.1 Hazard Division

to work around the tight tunnel layout.

chemical (non-explosive) and can be stored

a

separate

construction

access

safely on site (see Figure 8). The emulsion
With the excavation of this tunnel, the

only becomes “live” when it is pumped

contractor was able to reach the caverns in

into the drill-hole together with an oxidising

half the time required and this ramped up

agent.

the production rate by opening multiple
working faces. The time for clearing the
muck away was also reduced because of
shorter travelling distance for the vehicles.
This solution helped the project to save four
months of construction time and resulted in
overall savings of S$1 million although more
excavation works were done.

Harnessing New Technologies
The blasting work for the UAF excavation

Figure 8. On-site storage of bulky emulsion

required more than 4,000 tonnes of explosives.
Storing and handling the necessary explosives

With the use of bulk emulsion, the only

posed major challenges during the construction

high explosives required for the blasting

planning stage, due to the stringent safety

work were the detonators and the booster

regulation of explosives in Singapore. The

charges. To address the safety and logistic

daily transportation of explosives for blasting

issues, the idea of an on-site storage was

work would also mean additional risks to

conceived. Approval was sought from

public safety.

various agencies to construct and operate
a temporary magazine (see Figure 9)

A new commercial explosive product called

within Mandai Quarry, in a rock cavern

bulk emulsion was selected for use in the

excavated specifically for this purpose. This

13
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of excavated rocks, also known as muck

drilling, scaling, shotcreting and wetting the

between the two tunnels. The separation

or waste material. This large volume of

muck pile for dust control. Using water from

would require deeper storage chambers,

excavated material had to be disposed of at

the Public Utilities Board means that a higher

a larger footprint, and longer access tunnels

a cost.

cost would be incurred for portable water

resulting in higher construction cost and

and the additional water infrastructure

longer vehicle travel time for operations.

required.

reuse this natural resource as a material

Figure 9. On-site storage magazine
(Source: UAF Project)

on-site magazine was the first of its kind
to be built locally in a rock cavern to store
construction explosives. With the on-site
magazine, transportation of high explosives
on public roads was reduced significantly
from a daily to a monthly basis. The on-site
magazine also provided better safety and
security, and more importantly improved site
productivity.
The

combined

The PMT conducted a joint research project

replacement for graded stones, which were

After

the

with Nanyang Technological University and

required for constructing pavements. The

PMT came up with the initiative to

collaborated closely with the consultant to

granite muck from the rock excavation was

harness

sieved on site to obtain a material similar to

Batu

graded stones. The sieved muck was then

30 metres deep. As part of the safety design,

assessed by the consultant to be technically

the pond had to be pumped out to prevent

feasible for road base construction. The

flooding of the UAF. Overland pipes were

recycling of sieved muck for road base

laid to pump water from the pond to a

construction achieved overall cost savings of

holding basin above the tunnel site, before

of the granite in Bukit Timah which

S$860,000.

the water was drawn for construction use.

had a relatively high horizontal stress

This environmentally friendly solution tapped

(see Figure 10)

exploring
water

pond

various
the

nearby

Gali

assess the optimal separated distance. The

was

more

than

following procedures were undertaken:

from

which

solutions,

> Using Rocks for Building Products

about 1.5 million cubic metres of pond

Besides recycling the sieved muck for the

water, which saved the UAF project more

project, there was a potential use of these

than S$1 million.

of

bulk

emulsion

and on-site storage of detonators and
booster charges solved a major safety
issue, and resulted in better productivity.
It also helped to reduce ventilation time
and air pollution as there were less toxic
fumes emitted from the blasting. The
total estimated cost savings was about
S$10 million. The introduction of bulk
emulsion to the UAF project was such a
success that the Norwegian Road Authority
requested a visit to the UAF site to learn
more about this new technology for their
own evaluation process.

Turning Waste into Assets
> Recycling Tunnel Muck for Road
Base Products
The excavation of the underground space
generated about 6.5 million metric tonnes

industry. After consulting various agencies,
assessed that there was a demand for these

With the need to minimise land use for UAF

excavated rocks in the building industry.

development, one of the challenges faced
during the planning stage of the facility

Through an open tender approach, the

was to configure the underground space

final rock disposal option was to sell

within a limited footprint. To minimise the

the excavated rocks to a contractor. The

overall land use, it was important to obtain

selected contractor processed the excavated

the optimal separated distance between

rocks

various

tunnels. There was also the challenge to

building and road construction products

ensure that excavation of the tunnels at

(i.e. graded stones, crusher-run stones,

close proximity would be safe and stable.

aggregates and granite fines). The rock

However, the data for tunnel separation was

disposal contract generated revenue of

not available in the literature at that time.

S$17 million for the government, while

In general, designers followed the rule of

saving the UAF project the cost of rock

thumb for rock engineering design, which

disposal.

was a conservative route.

> Tapping Pond Water for Tunnel

For the UAF project, there was a tunnel

Construction

directly

In rock blasting, a large volume of water was

specialist

needed for various tunnel activities such as

a

crushing

them

into

above

another

consultant

minimum

•

•

separation

tunnel.

had
of

Consideration of the unique conditions

Rock stability instrumentation inside the
tunnels
Monitoring

tunnel

stability

during

construction

Challenging the Norm

the PMT performed a market survey and

by

Extensive numerical modelling of the
tunnel configuration

•

excavated rocks in the local construction
use

•

The

proposed
15

metres

As a result, the PMT proposed a reduction
of the separation distance from 15 metres
to eight metres. The proposal also took into
account the unique conditions of a relatively
high horizontal stress. This solution led to the
excavation of a shorter tunnel, achieved cost
savings of about S$9.3 million, and reduced
the travelling time during user operations.

Figure 10. Typical numerical model
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Innovative Approaches to
Rock Tunnelling

CONCLUSION

Sekar, S., Zhou, Y.X. and Zhao, J. 2010.

The UAF project provided a platform for

Singapore Experience. Proceedings of the

Norwegian Method of Tunnelling – A

the PMT to learn and innovate through the
adaptation of the NTT. The use of the tunnel
technology with a planned technology
transfer and capability build-up, as well as
the

innovations

in

rock

engineering

collectively contributed to the successful
development of the UAF project.
The

challenges

faced

in

this

project

were multi-faceted due to the scale and
complexity of the project, with numerous
stakeholders involved. Being new to this
field, the PMT took a holistic approach to rock
engineering and focused on the big picture.
Opportunities for overall improvements in
efficiency and process optimisation were
seized through innovation, as well as active
collaboration and partnership established
among stakeholders of the project.
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ABSTRACT

Comprehensive

Life Cycle Approach to
Obsolescence Management

Obsolescence is inevitable and affects all systems,
especially military systems which are designed for a
long product life.
Military systems typically outlive most of their internal
components, giving rise to parts obsolescence. In
the past 10 years, parts obsolescence is accelerated
by the wave of progress in electronics and material
innovations. Thus, it has become a greater challenge
for military agencies to sustain their systems.
Obsolescence affects system supportability, safety and
mission readiness. In order to overcome obsolescence,
high costs and significant efforts may be incurred.
Existing methods of obsolescence management are
inadequate to ensure cost-effective continuity of
support for the system.
A new approach is required to maximise the value of
the military system throughout its life cycle. This article
presents the principle, framework and measures to
address obsolescence issues in military systems.
Angela Lua Yali
Xiao Yu Guang
Zee Sow Wai
Loo Jang Wei
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Life Cycle Approach to
Obsolescence Management

INTRODUCTION

This article presents the principles and

Obsolescence

obsolescence management. It explains a

Pre-emptive

be

would help to establish through-life support

framework which can be used to address

adopted in the early phase of project

for the acquired system and achieve the

obsolescence

implementation. Any risk of obsolescence

maximum benefit for end users.

is

Pre-emptive Measures

repair capabilities) would help to alleviate
the impact of obsolescence. Such measures

measures of a life cycle approach to

increasingly

affecting

military systems at an early stage of their
life cycles. Availability of replacement parts
is critical for operational readiness, but
the wave of progress in electronics and
material innovations in the past 10 years has
accelerated parts obsolescence. Traditional
support options are no longer effective in
minimising the risk of obsolescence and
impact to the system’s cost and availability.
It has become evident that a more
comprehensive approach is needed, where

issues

proactively

and

holistically throughout the system’s life cycle.

KEY PRINCIPLE AND
MEASURES

should

be

measures

identified

should

early

to

avoid

problems downstream. One option is to
explore adopting open architecture systems
which can be modified more easily if the

OBSOLESCENCE
MANAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK

need arises. Due consideration has to be
The

key

principle

of

obsolescence

given to the selection of the system and the

A framework has been derived based on

management is to manage obsolescence

contractor. Conducting market surveys and

the collective experience of project teams

throughout the project or system’s life cycle

risk assessments are suitable methods to aid

in DSTA. As shown in Figure 2, it is a

– from front-end planning, acquisition,

the selection process.

two-by-two

to the operations and support phase – in

matrix

consisting

of

two

variable factors: size of user base and the

Proactive Measures

technologies used within the system.

pre-emptive or proactive measures can be

Proactive measures should not only be

Size of user base can be large or small

adopted (see Figure 1).

adopted during the contracting phase but

depending on the number of international

onset in the life cycle of the system. Proactive

also while transiting to the operations and

operators.

measures can also be put in place through

support phase. The project team should

components

contracting mechanisms.

engage the contractors constantly to monitor

system can be proprietary or commercial

any obsolescence issues. Establishing depot

off-the-shelf (COTS) products.

obsolescence management is carried out
from the planning to retirement phase. During
front-end planning, measures can be taken to
pre-empt obsolescence issues and delay their

order to execute the most cost-effective
strategy. Depending on the project phase,

Technologies
and

used

hardware

in

the

of

the

level maintenance capabilities (i.e. local

Operations and
Support

Pre-emptive

Proactive

Pre-emptive Measures

Proactive Measures

• Conduct front-end obsolescence
evaluation
• Adopt open architecture for system's
design
• Obtain engineering data and information
• Develop evaluation criteria for
acquisition
• Avoid customised conﬁgurations
• Avoid systems with small user base
• Build strategic relationships with supplier
and other users (such as foreign
governments)
• Develop and implement a tool or process
for technology scanning

• Create an obsolescence management
plan
• Participate in technical advisory
programmes organised by supplier
• Build strategic relationships with supplier
and other users (such as foreign
governments)
• Develop local repair capabilities
• Leverage subsystem houses
• Develop and implement tools for
obsolescence prediction and monitoring
• Establish appropriate contracts

Size of User Base
A
• Join technical
advisory programmes
organised by suppliers

B

D
• Plan for renewal or
refresh programmes

C

• Conduct obsolescence • Maintain local
prediction programmes
capabilities to
redesign or refresh
• Build strategic
the technologies
relationships with
suppliers

Proprietary

Technologies
COTS
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Acquisition

Large

Contracting

Small

Requirements
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Using this framework, the project team
can identify the quadrant applicable to

Small User Base – COTS
Technology (Quadrant C)

Life Cycle Approach to
Obsolescence Management

Size of User
Base

the systems and employ the relevant
measures for obsolescence management.

This category is populated by customised

Measures include obtaining user group

and

membership for the technical advisory

systems. For example, the command and

programmes, developing local capabilities

control (C2) system software is developed

and

in-house while hardware systems are mainly

obsolescence

prediction

developed

products

or

bought off the shelf. Although the software

Large User Base – Proprietary
Technology (Quadrant A)

is proprietary, developing it in-house reduces
the risk involved during migration to a
newer COTS hardware. Thus, maintaining
local capabilities to redesign or refresh the

Military systems in this category have a

technologies is the key requirement for this

large user base and are likely to have a

category.

Requirements
Contracting
Acquisition
Operations &
Support

funded, sustainable and formal process
by the suppliers to deal with obsolescence
issues. By joining the technical advisory
programmes,

project

teams

can

Figure 3. Using the framework in various phases of the life cycle

Large User Base – COTS
Technology (Quadrant D)

CASE STUDIES

project team to better manage software

characterised by short product life cycles

The following section of the article highlights

the system was designed using the

(PLC) and lower acquisition costs. Similar to

three case studies to demonstrate how the

modular open systems approach. In the

consumer electronic products, the approach

obsolescence management framework and

event of obsolescence, minimal changes

is to plan for fleet renewal at every PLC.

relevant measures can be applied.

to the system are required as replacement

gain

access to direct operational assistance and

Military

consultation with the suppliers.

Small User Base – Proprietary
Technology (Quadrant B)

systems

in

this

category

are

reuse and obsolescence. Furthermore,

is only made for peripheral components.

Some examples of this category include

Case Study 1:
System X is an avionics
system

Military systems in this category are likely

computers, communication sets and optics

to face the most challenging obsolescence

equipment. Other systems that fall in this

management issues. Due to the small

category are commercially produced aircraft

user base, the suppliers may not invest in

used for training purposes. Fleet renewal of

resources to track or manage obsolescence.

such systems has to be planned carefully as

System X was chosen to follow mainstream

Although COTS is used to lower costs in

it can involve substantial budget and effort.

operators resulting in a large user base. The

b) Annual meetings were conducted with
System X’s supplier, including senior
management meetings. These meetings

entire avionics suite falls under Quadrant

many instances, the suppliers will have built-

A but the subsystems, which are COTS

help to establish a strategic relationship
with the supplier, leading to better aftersales support that also encompasses
obsolescence

management.

The

in proprietary firmware. Thus, it is necessary

The project team has to use the framework

to have specially tailored obsolescence

to review and evaluate the relevance of

management programmes – such as using

the adopted measures and options in the

obsolescence

various phases of the system’s life cycle

The following pre-emptive measures were

strategies. The customer also obtains

(see Figure 3).

undertaken:

insights into the supplier’s development

a) The technology of System X was

roadmap for the Avionics Architecture

prediction

programmes

for planning and mitigation, as well as
establishing

appropriate

contracts

and

building strategic relationships with the
suppliers.

products (e.g. radio), fall under Quadrant D.

customer

receives

obsolescence

updates

review

of

on

System

the
X

and learns about relevant mitigating

Avionics

System, and gains some influence over

Architecture System, which is an open

the development of the architecture

architecture system. Thus, it allows the

redesign.

developed

based

on

the
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The following proactive measures were

effort as the common software could be

undertaken:

hosted in the new hardware processor.

a) Participation in the operators’ technical
advisory groups, which enabled the
project team and other group members
to share development costs for upgrades
to the Avionics Architecture System. As
each member only has to pay for his own
integration costs, significant cost savings
are achieved.
b) Efforts were made to maintain a strategic

The non-recurring engineering cost of the

Life Cycle Approach to
Obsolescence Management

Case Study 3:
System Z is a command and
control system

retrofit would be shared among the large

obsolescence should be managed throughout
System Z was developed locally, based on

to system availability and reduce the high

the system’s life cycle. Using the principle,

a common C2 reference architecture. With

costs due to obsolescence, leading to better

framework and measures presented, the

a small user base and the use of COTS

operational readiness and increased value of

project team can review and formulate the

technology, System Z falls under Quadrant

investment.

most cost-effective strategy for each of the

C.

different phases in the system’s life cycle.

Case Study 2:
System Y is a radar system

The project team adopted a pre-emptive
measure, which is to develop System Z based
on an open architecture. Thus, modular

provides a channel to obtain information

System Y was customised to meet specific

on obsolescence in advance. Thus, the

designs were selected. In addition, open

requirements for a radar system. With a

proposed solutions are evaluated and

standards and open source solutions were

small user base and the use of proprietary

implemented early to mitigate the impact

adopted, while product-specific features

technology,

of obsolescence on fleet availability,

that deviated from architecture requirements

Quadrant B.

were avoided.

Obsolescence began to set in during the

The resulting architecture enables System

operations and support phase. Components

Z to be plugged seamlessly into the

such as transmit-receive modules, CPU cards,

existing network on many new platforms.

this

system

falls

under

avoiding high costs of maintaining

c) The contract specifies the supplier’s
obligations

for

obsolescence

management. For example, whenever

electro-mechanical

computer

Furthermore, the use of COTS products in

obsolescence

is

hard disks were identified to be obsolete.

System Z’s design means that more hardware

identified, the supplier is obliged to

Alternative parts with similar functions

options are available in the market. This

keep

and

were stocked up for use in place of the

prevents reliance on a single supplier, leading

provide suitable solutions. This ensures a

obsolete parts. However, for some parts, the

to

continuity of supply of components for

obsolescence notifications were given at late

support

System X.

notice. Hence, the option to stock up the

throughout the system’s life cycle.

the

of

a

customer

component
informed

To maximise the value of a military system,

user base. This would minimise the impact

relationship with the supplier, which

continuity of support.

CONCLUSION

parts

and

a

more
and

cost-effective
better

maintenance

system

availability

parts was not available. This affected system
availability significantly.

As a proactive measure, the project team
engaged a local defence contractor to build

to obsolescence management is illustrated
through an incident on the processor. System

To ensure supportability of System Y,

up the local technical capability to maintain

X’s supplier announced that one of the

a

undertaken

and provide future system development and

processors for the avionics would become

by contracting the supplier to perform

upgrades. Thus, the risk of obsolescence

obsolete and there were plans to replace

obsolescence prediction studies. The supplier

occurring

it with a new processor. This replacement

has access to the information database

enhancing system availability throughout

would affect all aircraft variants equipped

and updates the component obsolescence

the system’s life cycle.

with the processor. However, System X

status on a regular basis. Thus, component

is an open architectural system and any

obsolescence will be an anticipated event

modification impact would be minimal.

accompanied by recommended solutions.

proactive

This

measure

minimises

the

was

impact

to

downstream

is

minimised,

system

The change in processor would not require

availability, leading to better operational

an extensive testing and recertification

readiness.
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ABSTRACT

Innovative Application of
System Safety Methodology

An

System safety uses a risk management strategy
based on the identification and analysis of hazards,
as well as the application of mitigation controls
through

a

systems-based

approach.

For

the

military, system safety practice is guided by the
MIL-STD-882D US Department of Defense Standard
Practice: System Safety.
This article shares how a DSTA Project Management
Team (PMT) leveraged the system safety process
in the Ministry of Defence Life Cycle Management,
to influence the safety assurance for a proprietary
commercial facility which has been tapped for
military training. In addition, the article presents
various challenges faced by the PMT and the relevant
strategies adopted in response. The Goal Structuring
Notation was an effective tool used to present the
safety argument.
Fan Yue Sang
Chua Boon Heng
Heah Minyi
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The Vertical Wind Tunnel (VWT) combines a
series of fans, ducts and vanes to produce a
vertical laminar stream of air by recirculating
wind energy. This recirculating laminar
airflow provides stable lift to the personnel
within the flight chamber, simulating a free
fall. While “flying” in the flight chamber
(see Figure 1), the flyer can execute various
flight manoeuvring techniques.

Diffuser

Cable Floor

Inlet Contractor

Figure 1. Layout of a typical VWT

Training in the controlled environment
of VWT facility brings along numerous
benefits, such as minimised risks of mishaps
as compared to going for “live” jumps at
high altitude. “Live” jumps are inherently
hazardous

with

incidents

including

parachute malfunction and sudden inclement
weather. With risks minimised, personnel
can develop confidence and fine-tune their
free falling technique in a controlled and

cost of using an aircraft. Furthermore, there is

Singapore, and the PMT had no prior

Nevertheless,

only a short window of opportunity for each

experience in the acquisition management

equipment and free fall techniques in the

jump due to the need for the aircraft to take

of such systems. In addition, the contractor

VWT

off, transit to the drop zone and then land. In

operates a franchise licence from Sky Venture

to enhance safety. System safety was

the case of the VWT, the free faller could make

International (SVI) which builds, operates,

used to value add to the existing safety

use of extended time blocks in the VWT to

and maintains 32 VWTs around the world.

systems, through the methodical discovery

perfect his techniques without the need to

This franchise licence meant that the scope

of atypical hazards which are faced by

get on board an aircraft repeatedly for each

of the system safety analysis was not easy to

military free fallers but not the general

free fall. This allows the SAF to manage

define. The proprietary and closed nature of

public. These hazards were documented

training slots effectively and efficiently,

the system’s design restricted the release of

in

shortening the learning curve for novices

detailed information about the system.

(Ericson, 2005) which is discussed in the

The PMT brainstormed and developed
The VWT was designed originally for public

various ways of overcoming the problem

use. Members of the public using the VWT

of limited available information. One of the

would only need to put on a jumpsuit and

possible solutions was to examine existing

helmet. Military personnel, however, are

reports and compliances which could be

required to carry additional equipment and

used as a basis to justify the belief that

accessories, which may affect their safety and

the use of the VWT was inherently safe

the performance of the VWT. As the VWT

for the SAF. Employing this idea, the PMT

is a proprietary licensed commercial facility,

rationalised that the proof of compliance to

the DSTA Project Management Team (PMT)

local legislative licensing requirement and

had limited influence on its design aspects.

the contractor’s commissioning certificates

Furthermore, information about the design

could form a basis for safety assurance. This

was limited due to intellectual property

primary approach was documented (see

protection. Thus, innovative approaches

section on Innovative Application of System

(Fan et al., 2011) were used to secure the

Safety Activities).

required safety assurances for our military
of the public could continue enjoying the

System Safety and Existing
Safety Systems

facility as before.

CHALLENGES FACED

The contractor responsible for the operation
and maintenance of the VWT is Sky Venture
Singapore (SVS) which is a franchisee of

Unfamiliar System, Uncharted
Territories

SVI. With SVI’s extensive experience in
international operations and its excellent
track record in safety, one could be

safe environment. The mishap severity

warranted

the

need

for

additional

Preliminary

Hazard

military

safeguards

List

(PHL)

following section.

and maintaining currency of their skills.

free fallers while ensuring that members

the

associated with “flying” in the VWT is

The application of military system safety

reasonably confident that the VWT was

reduced significantly as compared to an

processes for a commercial venture involved

safe and met all commercially required

actual skydive.

challenges.

levels of safety. The proven facility design,

Utilising a VWT also reduces substantial cost

The primary challenge faced by the PMT

safety operational procedures and checklists

and time for the Singapore Armed Forces

was related to the nature of the VWT. The

were part of a programme to ensure that

(SAF). An actual jump would incur the high

VWT was the first of its kind to be built in

daily operations would be safe.

INNOVATIVE
APPLICATION OF SYSTEM
SAFETY ACTIVITIES
Defining Uncharted
Territories
One of the key challenges to the programme
was to determine how to provide primary
safety assurance to the military users without
compromising proprietary information, given
that the system was unique and proprietary
to SVI. The PMT had to explore ways to
overcome this challenge.
Before the VWT could be open for public
entertainment, it had to comply with
legislative

requirements

whereby

the

service provider had to provide evidence
to show that the VWT was safe for public
use. Leveraging this need for compliance to
legislative requirements, the PMT obtained
the same information from SVI to assess the
VWT for military free falls. The legislative
approvals and certifications are summarised
as follows:

well-written safety manuals, as well as the
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AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE VERTICAL WIND
TUNNEL

Innovative Application of
System Safety Methodology
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ensured the correct installation and

step in the System Safety process to identify

operational and training hazards. These

Entertainment Licence and Conformity

safety of the VWT. Upon completion,

potential hazards associated with the use of

dialogue

Assessment Body Certification

SVI issued a commissioning certificate to

this system. To identify these hazards, the

information so that the PMT could sieve out

SVS, validating the functional and safety

PMT needed a certain level of background

credible hazards from the PHL.

aspects of the VWT.

information and engineering details which

Under Singapore’s Public Entertainments
and Meetings Act, entertainment that is
provided at any place accessible by the
public requires a Public Entertainment

d) Applicable Certification: SVS Instructors

sessions

provided

valuable

could not be revealed due to SVI’s intellectual

Third, the PMT visited VWTs overseas to get

property rights.

a first-hand account of the safety features
and issues relating to the use of such a

Certification

Licence from the Singapore Police Force.

The PMT brainstormed and adopted a

system. While some hazards were universal,

three-pronged approach to develop this PHL.

the PHL helped to identify hazards that

To obtain this licence, the attraction has

SVS instructors are trained personnel who

to be certified by a competent body,

ensure the safety of flyers in the wind

which is the Conformity Assessment

tunnel. In the event of an emergency

First, dialogue sessions were conducted with

applications of the VWT. Table 1 shows some

Body, as having met relevant technical

situation, the instructor’s ability to

SVS and SVI to extract potential hazards

of these hazards and the relevant mitigation

and safety standards. SVS thus had to

prevent injuries to the flyer is crucial.

based on their experience in operating other

measures.

obtain the Public Entertainment Licence

SVS consistently keeps its instructors

VWTs. By analysing the safety features of the

prior to commencement of operations.

current

b) Legislative Requirement: Certificate of

were associated with the unique military

stringent

VWT, the PMT was able to retrospectively

The ability to identify hazards unique

set of requirements laid out by the

visualise the hazards that the safety features

to

International

by

following

a

military

applications

led

to

the

Association

might be trying to protect against. Once the

incorporation

Statutory Completion and Fire Safety

(IBA). IBA certifications issued to SVS

PMT had an idea of the possible hazards, it

to reduce the mishap risk. For instance

Certificate

instructors and tunnel operators are

deliberated if such hazards could develop

(see S/N 2 of Table 1), a procedure was

submitted to the SAF for periodic

into other forms of hazards based on the

enforced to ensure that trainees do not

reviews.

unique utilisation of the VWT by the SAF.

exit the VWT from a flying position. With

SVS hired Registered Inspectors who

Bodyflight

specialise in the architectual aspects as

of

mitigation

measures

information on these hazards, the SAF

well as the mechanical and electrical

With these proofs and certifications of

Second, dialogue sessions were held with

Commanders are able to make a better

aspects of safety to certify the building

compliance with legislative requirements,

members of the SAF who are experienced

informed decision to manage their training

and fire safety works. SVS also appointed

the PMT could use them as evidence for

skydivers or instructors to gather potential

requirements effectively and safely. The

personnel as Qualified Persons, who had

the system safety assessment within the

to submit all documents related to the fire

Ministry of Defence (MINDEF). This approach

safety works to the Registered Inspector

is unique and different from the typical

to perform the safety assessment. When

acquisition of weapons-related systems and

the details of the assessment were

platforms, where system safety techniques

submitted and found to be satisfactory

such as Fault-Tree Analysis and Functional

by the Singapore Civil Defence Force and

Hazard Analysis are typically used as the

the Building Construction Authority, the

means of providing safety assurance.

S/N

Hazard Description

Causal Factors

Mitigation Measures

1

Military equipment
falls off flyer

Failure of
equipment
securing
mechanism

•

Introduce a locking mechanism (capable of
withstanding gravitational forces) to allow
the flyer to strap and hook military
equipment close to his body

2

Flyer carrying military
loads attempts to exit
VWT from a flying
position, impacting
the exit

Unstable
flying position
due to added
equipment bulk

•

Introduce a soft cushioning at the
exit-cum-entrance of the flight chamber

•

Enforce the rule that military flyers with
equipment shall exit only from a standing
position

Kinetic energy of
recirculating objects

Presence of
loose objects
(shoes, gloves,
goggles, etc.)

•

Use existing features such as the plenum,
turn vanes and cable floors to impede flying
objects from recirculating in the VWT

•

Conduct more frequent checks at points
where loose objects are collected, to
eliminate potential recirculation of such
objects

Certificate of Statutory Completion and
Fire Safety Certificate were issued.

Collaborative Application of
System Safety

c) Applicable Certification: Original
Equipment Manufacturer

The PMT, SVS and the SAF worked

Commissioning Certificate

collaboratively to apply the System Safety
methodology and techniques for the VWT to

During the final stages of constructing

enhance the existing safety documentation.

the VWT, SVI provided technical support

One

to test and commission the VWT. This

development of a PHL, which was the first

area

of

collaboration

was

3

the
Table 1. PHL
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identification

of

the

atypical

hazards

highlighted that system safety complements

Innovative Application of
System Safety Methodology

rigour and clarity of safety arguments during

the existing safety management systems of
SVS.

Safety Analysis is based on a defined operation profile as
described in the Project Safety Management Plan

Top Goal: The VWT is at an
acceptable level of safety to be used
throughout its intended usage life

the presentation of safety cases.

An acceptable level of safety is based on Technical
Endorsement and Residual Risk Acceptance by the
appropriate authorities as defined in MINDEF System Safety
Directive

For this VWT programme, GSN was used
initially to define the challenges at hand

System safety was also seen as a useful

and to list the possible solutions to these

tool for SVS as it provided some form

challenges. Subsequently, it was also used as

of training and experience to identify

a representation tool to present a top level

workplace safety and health hazards. The

view of how the VWT was at an acceptable

identification of these hazards was relevant

level of safety for use. These functions of the

to SVS which needed to comply with the

GSN facilitate easier understanding of the

Workplace Safety and Health Act passed in

safety issues. Thus, the PMT used the tool

2006. This Act stresses the importance of

for an effective presentation of safety cases

managing workplace safety and health, with

to members of the safety boards.

S1: Argue that the VWT Facility meets
applicable legislation requirements
and has technical certifications that
substantiate safety

G4: Show that the PMT identifies a
list of hazards and highlights unique
hazards to SVS for management

G5: Show that SVS identifies
both System and Operational
(training) hazards

When the elements of GSN (as shown

workers.

in Table 2) are connected together, a
goal structure is formed. Goal structures

Goal Structuring Notation

S3: Argue that contractor has a
proactive Safety Management
System and operates a proven
system that is inherently safe

G6: Show that all identified hazards
are reported and the respective
mitigation measures are verified

G13: Show that contractor
reports identified hazards
and mitigations for
approval and acceptance
before closure

the requirement for stakeholders to take
reasonably practicable measures to protect

S2: Argue that VWT hazards are
being systematically identified
and mitigated to acceptable
levels

G14: Show that
verification activities are
performed

Solution 8:
Solution 7: Hazard
Log of all identified Contractor’s Safety
Assessment Report
hazards

document the chain of reasoning in the

G7: Show that MINDEF users are
made aware of the residual risks
which require through-life
management and that they are
agreeable to such risks

Solution 9: OSAT
Verification Report

argument with the relevant substantiating
Structuring

Notation1

(GSN)

is

evidence. The principal purpose of a goal

Figure 2. A portion of the GSN diagram for the VWT programme

notation

structure is to show how goals are broken

(Kelly, 1998; Kelly and Weaver, 2004)

down successively into sub-goals, until a

The defined top goal for the GSN of the

When reading the GSN tree, the reader is

used to explicitly document the elements

stage where claims can be supported by

project was: “The VWT is at an acceptable

guided through the assurance argument in

of any argument. It originated from the

direct reference to available evidence. A part

level of safety for use throughout its

a structured manner. This provides a bird’s

University of York in the early 1990s, but it

of the actual GSN created for the project is

intended usage life”. The GSN has two

eye view of the safety argument, which can

was only formally recognised in November

shown in Figure 2.

contextual entries displayed on its right,

enable someone without any prior system

which are important to capture the context

knowledge to review the argument.

a

graphical

argumentation

2011 as a tool to improve the structure,

for interpreting the top goal.
Goal

Strategy

Context

A goal, rendered as a rectangle, presents a claim forming part of
the argument.

A strategy, rendered as a parallelogram, describes the nature of the
inference that exists between one or more goals and another goal.

A context, rendered as a rectangle with rounded corners, presents
a contextual artefact. This can be a reference to contextual
information or a statement.

CONCLUSION

The top goal is further expanded into three
separate strategy blocks namely S1, S2 and

System safety is typically applied for the

S3. Each strategy block is a reasoning step

acquisition

which interfaces between the top goal and

and

the sub-goals. The descriptions in S1, S2, and

taking reference from the Military Standard:

S3 support the top goal. This GSN continues

MIL-STD-882D

to be developed until sufficient evidence

the

is found to substantiate the top goal.

MIL-STD-882D to a commercial programme

The evidence collected is represented by

posed several challenges which called for

solution blocks (see solutions 7, 8, and

innovative approaches.

of

weapons-related

platform-type

system

defence

(2000).
safety

systems

capabilities,

Hence,

applying

requirements

from

9 in Figure 2). For instance, solution 9
Solution

A solution, rendered as a circle, presents a reference to evidence.

Table 2. Basic symbols of GSN

“On-Site Acceptance Test (OSAT) Verification

Applying system safety to this unique

Report” is the evidence that G14 “Show that

programme

Verification activities are performed” has

First, MINDEF and the SAF acceptance

been achieved.

benefitted

all

parties.
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authorities were equipped with information
on the unique hazards of using VWT in a
military context – thus they were able to
decide on its application in SAF’s trainings.
Second, system safety helped to ensure
a safe, realistic, reliable and cost-effective
training environment for the SAF. Third,
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ABSTRACT

Realising the Singapore Armed Forces

Instrumented Battlefield

An instrumented training system is a type of
simulation

and

training

application

in

which

weapons engagement effects and outcomes are
simulated and embedded into actual combat or
weapon systems. It is typically deployed in an actual
environment and provides a form of simulation
training commonly known as Live Simulation. The
equipment used, procedures followed and actions
taken by the soldiers when using such systems are
exactly the same as those in real combat situations,
except that no real ammunition is discharged.
The data from the simulation is recorded for a
comprehensive after-action review.
An

instrumented

instrumented

battlefield

training

is

systems

formed
are

when

networked

together. The main technology building blocks
are the weapons engagement simulation and
the

communication

network

(also

known

as

the training data link). This article describes the
technology

enablers

of

instrumented

training

systems and highlights the innovations behind
the

Singapore

battlefield.
Chiew Jingyi
Victor Tay Su-Han

Armed

Forces’

instrumented
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INTRODUCTION

the

Slaying monsters in the dungeons of the

engagement outcome are simulated based

somersaults inside a vertical wind tunnel,
and using a laser gun to shoot down
enemies in a combat game may all seem like
disparate activities, but there is one common
thread – these activities function based on
the concept of simulation, albeit at varying
degrees of realism.

involve

“real

people

operating real systems”. This means that a
high level of realism is involved. Out of the
mentioned activities, dodging gun shots and
shooting down opponents in the combat
game bring participants closest to a Live
Simulation. The World of Warcraft least
resembles a Live Simulation, as there are
no actual people involved and the player
does not enter the dungeons physically. In
virtual skydiving, one performs the ‘skydive’
physically but does not actually jump off a
plane.

instrumented
systems

are

Main Processor

on real data (e.g. time, velocity and position)

Instrumented Platform

obtained from both the firing and target

Data Link

Instrumented Platform

Main Processor

Main Processor

Data Link

Data Link

platforms. The training data link manages
and exchanges critical data (e.g. the firing
messages and ‘hit’ or ‘miss’ messages),
among these platforms.
RF-Based
Training Data Link

Since the mid-1990s, the Singapore Armed
training systems. A whole new training
the

SAF

to

instrumented

‘train-as-you-fight’
battlefield

in

is

made

training

possible

systems.

applications

where

by

These
actual

combat systems are fitted with special
sensors (i.e. instrumented) to simulate
weapons engagement outcomes and record
battlefield events in real time. Soldiers who
use such systems follow exactly the same
operational procedures for real combat
situations, except that no real ammunition is
discharged. Therefore, in a Live Simulation,
the training provided by instrumented
training systems is highly realistic.
There are two key technology enablers:
the weapons engagement simulation and

RTTP

RTTP

paradigm has been introduced, enabling
an

environment,

where instrumented training systems are

Data Link

Data Link

Main
Processor

Main
Processor

networked together. This article explores the

Ground Network

key technology enablers of instrumented
training

systems

and

highlights

Ground Station

the

Figure 1. Typical architecture of instrumented training systems

innovations undertaken to realise the SAF
instrumented battlefield.

c) Data link module for sending and

SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
The

systems

architecture

of

typical

instrumented training systems is shown in
Figure 1. The system is made up of three

Simulation

Instrumented Platform

the

main modules, namely the instrumented
platforms (soldiers, vehicles, aircraft or ships),
the Real-Time Tracking and Positioning
(RTTP) system, as well as the ground station.

Instrumented Platforms
Each instrumented platform is referred to as
a player. The main instrumentation modules
of the player include the following:
a) Main processor for processing data and

transceiver
d) Positioning system for providing the

loading of exercise information

The ground station provides the user with
real-time

monitoring

and

post-exercise

player with information on his position

debriefing functions. Debriefing capabilities

and velocity

include planning the exercise scenario and

e) Transceiver for transmitting and receiving

displaying weapons simulation outcomes.

f) Antenna unit

KEY UNDERLYING
TECHNOLOGIES

The player transmits his own information

The

to other players as well as the RTTP in

instrumented training systems are made

the network, and receives other players’

possible

through

information via the training data link.

enablers:

the

data

advanced

training
two

capabilities
key

weapons

of

technology
engagement

simulation and the training data link.

Real-Time Tracking and
Positioning

conducting simulation
b) Data storage device for recording and

Ground Station

receiving exercise information via the

Weapons Engagement
Simulation

The RTTP system receives exercise information
from the players via the training data link

The simulation of weapons engagement is

and transmits it to the ground station for

typically done by modelling the weapons’

real-time monitoring and debrief.

performance and their effects on different
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Modeling and Simulation Glossary (1998),

Live

(i.e.

Forces (SAF) has invested in instrumented

According to the Department of Defense
Simulations

network

training data link). The weapon effects and

World of Warcraft, performing floating

Live

communications
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types of targets through complex algorithms.

(e.g. a red flashing light) on the target

The algorithms may take into account the

is used to show whether it has been hit or

relative positions of the shooter and target,

killed. The simulation outcome is not only

trajectory of the ammunition, effective range

recorded in the data storage device on the

of the weapon, and the damage effects on

target, but also transmitted through the

various types of targets. The algorithms are

training data link to the ground station

verified against the known performance

for real-time monitoring and post-training

of the actual weapons to ensure that the

debrief.

Shooter sends the ‘hit’
engagement outcome
message to selected
target.

Shooter

Target

simulation outcome is correct. The simulation
indirect.

Indirect
to

In Direct Simulation, the shooter sends an
engagement message to the intended target
(see Figure 2). The engagement message is
embedded with data, such as the identity
of the shooter and the type of ammunition
fired, and it is usually transmitted through
laser beams . Direct Simulation is typically
1

used to simulate weapons with direct
line-of-sight trajectory such as infantry

Simulation

simulate

trajectories,

is

weapons
such

as

typically

used

with

changing

guided

missiles,

air-to-ground bombs, and artillery shells.
Through the training data link, the shooter
obtains the position and velocity of the

link is the communication backbone of

such as angle-of-attack, roll, pitch, and yaw

instrumented training systems. It allows the

The training data link employs sophisticated

are also available.

exchange of data among the instrumented

algorithms to manage the large number of

platforms, and between the instrumented

messages in the network. Two key features

platforms and the ground station. The

of the training data link are the allocation of

the

following are examples of data exchanged in

transmission slots and the prioritisation of

the training data link:

messages.

algorithm

in

the

main

processor

also establishes the characteristics of the
weapon employed, such as the ammunition
lethality, effective range, wind effects, and

2. Target may feedback
the engagement outcome
to shooter.

flight profile. The outcome (i.e. ‘hit’ or ‘miss’)
is recorded in the data storage device for
post-training debrief.

a) Navigation data, such as the player’s own
position, altitude, and velocity, which
could be obtained through a positioning
system (e.g. Global Positioning System
(GPS))

The data link module also transmits the

b) Network data such as information about
other players in the network

about the weapon’s firing

If the shooter hits the target (i.e. the laser

link to the target (see Figure 3) and the

An instrumented training system which

beam is received by laser detectors on the

ground station for post-training debrief. The

requires a high data rate and offers a clear

realistic simulation of weapons engagement

line-of-sight

is fundamental to instrumented training

platforms typically employs an S-Band

decodes

the

engagement

message

to

calculate the amount of damage sustained
by the target. This process of damage
assessment is also known as Real-Time
Casualty Assessment. A visual indication

systems as it facilitates data collection and
training evaluation.

transmission slots are allocated to different
types of players. Dedicated static slots are
allocated to fixed entities (e.g. ground

between

the

to

variable

instrumented

players

(e.g.

aircraft, ships, vehicles and soldiers). This
feature enables the instrumented training
systems to operate optimally even with large
numbers of players.

engagement outcome via the training data

target), the main processor on the target

A combination of static and dynamic

station) whereas dynamic slots are allocated

c) Operational data such as information
Figure 2. Direct Simulation

Frequency (UHF) data link.

When the shooter releases the weapon,

positions of the shooter and target. It
Shooter

systems typically operate on an Ultra-High
The radio frequency-based training data

of the engagement based on the relative

1. Shooter sends the
engagement message
to selected target.

instrumentation, the instrumented training

is an aircraft or a ship, additional information

(of the shooter) determines the outcome

Target

Training Data Link

intended target. If the instrumented platform

rifles, anti-tank weapons, aircraft-mounted
guns and laser-guided missiles.

Figure 3. Indirect Simulation

instrumented

training data link. An example is air combat
instrumentation. On the other hand, when
the data transmission is required to penetrate
thick foliage, such as for ground combat

In addition, the data link prioritises the
different

messages

transmission

of

to

ensure

essential

timely

messages.

For example, it ensures that weapons
engagement

outcomes

are

transmitted

promptly so that the ‘killed’ players are
deactivated and prevented from engaging
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other players. On the other hand, position

The ground station receives the same

parties involved. The use of instrumented

scenario (e.g. information on the ships of

information of ‘killed’ players is accorded

broadcast via the RTTP. The main processor

training

this

other players and the simulated weapons

lower transmission priority. This is critical

in the ground station decodes the data and

ambiguity. Training events are transmitted

engagements) to the ships’ combat

especially in large-scale trainings with many

presents the information on a screen for

and recorded in real time – these records

information centre. The system can also

players in the data link.

real-time monitoring. The data is also

can be reproduced, thus providing the

simulate the steering of ships, enabling

recorded on the data storage device for

indisputable ground truth that was missing

in-harbour training.

post-exercise debrief.

in

BENEFITS

The two key technology enablers – the

previous

could

remove

non-instrumented

training.

Instrumented training systems are also able

The training capabilities of the SAF have

to capture battlefield events and data for a

been enhanced through innovative means:

thorough analysis after the training.

weapons engagement simulation and the

The key benefits of instrumented training

training data link – work very closely to deliver

systems are described as follows:

the simulation outcome. The simulation

‘Range-Less’ Training

INNOVATIONS IN THE
SAF INSTRUMENTED
TRAINING SYSTEMS

Conventional

instrumentation

facilities

of air-to-air missiles engagement.

Train-As-You-Fight:
High Level of Realism

The SAF has built up instrumented training

calculate the positions of instrumented

Through the data link, the instrumented

Instrumented training systems are embedded

systems over the years and in the process,

players through triangulation techniques.

aircraft

process can be illustrated using an example

(also known as ‘ranges’) have positioning
beacons mounted on fixed towers to

into real systems and they are used in field

introduced innovative training capabilities.

Such ranges require vast swathes of training

and

training. This creates a training environment

The key instrumented training systems in the

area for the players to manoeuvre. For

heading etc.) about the enemy aircraft. As

so realistic that the operators perceive an

SAF are as follows:

example, an air combat instrumentation

the pilot locks on to the target and releases

actual combat scenario. For example, when

the missile, the signal is sent to the main

the crew of an instrumented tank spots

processor of the simulation system.

an enemy vehicle, it can manoeuvre the

continually

information

(on

receives

position,

real-time

velocity

main gun and lock its sight on the target.
The algorithm in the main processor

The crew then presses the button to fire

calculates the flight path of the missile

the ammunition. Instead of a live round

relative

heading for the target, the simulation system

to

the

targeted

enemy

and

a) The

Air

Combat

Manoeuvring

Instrumentation (ACMI) enables the
Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF)
to conduct realistic air-to-air combat
training

and

air-to-ground

targetry

practice.

range for fighter aircraft would take up to
hundreds of square kilometres of land.
To

overcome

Singapore’s

geographical

constraints, DSTA delivered the world’s
first ‘range-less’ ACMI (Victor Tay, 2006).
By leveraging GPS technology, the position

determines the outcome. The outcome

takes over at this point and determines

b) The Army Battlefield Instrumentation

(‘hit’ or ‘miss’) is recorded in the data storage

whether the target has been hit. This

(BFI) leverages laser simulation and an

be obtained via satellites, doing away with

device on the pilot’s own aircraft. Next,

‘train-as-you-fight’ capability enables the

UHF data link to create a realistic training

the need for fixed towers. As a result, the

the main processor prepares the data for

operators to train in a highly realistic and

environment for the Army (Ministry

RSAF can conduct air combat training in

safe environment.

of Defence, 2006). It is fully portable,

available airspace, for training areas where

complete

it is not feasible to have fixed infrastructure

broadcast, through the transceiver and data
link antenna unit of the data link module.
The data link proceeds to broadcast the

Ground Truth:
Removing the Ambiguity

with

after-action

review

facilities that can be deployed in the field

data of the instrumented RSAF aircraft can

(e.g. open sea).

to track the locations and activities of
instrumented soldiers and vehicles. The

simulated missile engagement outcome,

Seamless Tracking

which is received by the enemy aircraft via

Instrumented

enable

Urban Instrumentation System (URIS) is a

its antenna unit, transceiver, and data link

realistic force-on-force training by providing

similar system, but customised for urban

The main challenge of urban instrumented

module. The main processor then decodes

immediate simulated results on weapons

operations training.

training systems is that satellite-based GPS

the data. If the outcome is a ‘hit’, the main

engagement.

training

systems

processor informs the enemy pilot via his

c) The Fleet Instrumented Training System
(FISTS) interfaces with the combat

would not be able to track soldiers who are
operating inside buildings.

headset. Thus, the enemy pilot is prohibited

In the past, the outcomes of weapons

systems on board the Republic of

from firing his missile for the rest of the

engagement in training were often difficult

Singapore Navy’s (RSN) ships. The system

To overcome this challenge, a seamless

game.

to determine and hotly debated by the

simulates and presents the training

tracking system was conceptualised for
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the Army’s URIS. Under this concept, BFI

players such as ships, submarines or aircraft.

protocol.

uses the conventional GPS to monitor

The virtual players could be detected by

differently using proprietary data structures

the

operating

the instrumented sensors of real ships. The

and cannot be simply deciphered by

in open areas. When the troops enter

operators could engage these virtual players

another

Second,

The IDT receives data, such as the players’

enclosed areas, the indoor tracking system

using the instrumented weapons on board

each instrumented system simulates the

positions, call signs and status, from each

takes over the monitoring automatically

the ships. Adding on to the realism, the virtual

weapons

The

instrumented system. The data is translated

(Lim, 2008). The BFI and URIS use the same

players could be programmed to engage

outcome of the simulation, which is usually

into a format which can be understood by the

laser-based simulation protocol, to ensure

the real ships with simulated weapons.

the extent of damage to the target, could

other instrumented system before it is sent

that the soldiers and vehicles are able to

A high level of training realism is achieved as

differ from system to system. For example,

over. The IDT can also receive weapon release

operate in both environments seamlessly.

the operators can hardly distinguish between

an air combat instrumented system may

commands from the instrumented players

Figure 4 illustrates the seamless tracking

the virtual and actual players.

only simulate ‘hit’ or ‘miss’ outcomes for

and simulate the weapons engagement. The

air-to-ground bombs, whereas a ground

outcome is translated into the native data

combat instrumented system could define

formats of the two instrumented training

various degrees of damage for the same

systems and sent to them via their respective

engagement.

data links.

when

they

are

capability.

Integrated Training

Virtual Players

The
The

participants

in

conventional

SAF

Instrumented

encompasses

various

Battlefield

data

is

instrumented
engagement

also

formatted

system.

differently.

instrumented systems, as well as an Interface
Data Translator (IDT).

instrumented

CONCLUSION

instrumented training systems are actual

platforms

players. Therefore, large-scale instrumented

systems.

exercises are rare for small armed forces such

systems and prepare for the next quantum

Figure 5 shows the architecture of an

Instrumented training systems have enabled

as the SAF.

leap in integrated training capability, there

integration

the SAF to train its soldiers in highly realistic

are two key challenges to address.

implemented to enable the exchange of

and

from
To

disparate

integrate

instrumented

these

disparate

To

overcome

integration

these

challenges,

gateways
gateway

are
that

data
used.

has

been

safe

environments.

The

training

data between two disparate instrumented

capabilities of the SAF have been enhanced

overcome by the innovative introduction of

First, each system’s data link exchanges

systems.

of

by innovations within the instrumented

virtual players. The system simulates virtual

data based on its unique communications

the integration gateway are the main

training systems. The ACMI, which leverages

processors and data link modules of the two

GPS and the training data link, enables the

In the RSN’s FISTS, this constraint was

The

main

components

System A
Training Data Link

System B
Training Data Link

Data Link

Main Processor

System A

Data Link

Main Processor

IDT

System B

Integration Gateway
Figure 4. Seamless tracking
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RSAF aircraft to train over the open sea.
BFI-instrumented troops are able to ‘fight’
from the open to the urban environment
with seamless transition to the URIS. The
injection of virtual players into combat
systems

has

enabled

operators

on
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ABSTRACT

Ruggedising
Off-the-Shelf Computers

for Military Applications

The computing performance and technology of
commercial consumer computers are typically more
advanced than military computers. Increasingly,
military computers need to achieve higher performance
due to the use of modern command and control
systems in a network-centric battlefield. While there is
a desire to enable the quick adoption of leading-edge
computer technologies, it is also essential to ruggedise
computers for military applications to ensure that
they survive harsh operating environments. These
computers must allow ease of upgrades to remain
operational and technologically relevant throughout
their expected life cycle.
This article examines the traditional approach to
devise technologically advanced but cost-effective
ruggedised computer solutions. It proposes a ‘cocoon’
approach to facilitate the use of the latest commercial
computers as an alternative for the military operating
environment.
Chia Wan Yin
Matthew Yong Kai Ming
Lau Chee Nam
Hee Yong Siong
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INTRODUCTION

This

Tactical command and control systems

‘cocoon’

military

a

ruggedisation

computers

under

demanding environmental conditions in the
land theatre of operations. The computer
hardware has to be ruggedised and specifically
designed with protection measures to
withstand external environmental effects

approach.

The

framework

leverages and adapts from a repository of
known ruggedisation solutions to reduce
lead time in development of a new solution.
The key concepts and ‘solution patterns’ (i.e.
the optimal approach to address common
problems) in the repository are explained in
this article. The ‘cocoon’ approach advocates

and rough handling.

the quick insertion of COTS computers

During the selection of suitable computers,

keeping with technology advancement. An

there are competing requirements (e.g.
high processing speed versus low heat
dissipation) to manage. System trade-off
analysis is often conducted to ensure a
cost-effective

solution.

Military-grade

computer systems generally lag behind
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) systems
in terms of the level of technology and
computing performance. On the other
hand, most COTS systems are not designed
to withstand the typical military operating
conditions. Thus, it is a challenge to
adopt leading COTS computer technology
with adequate ruggedisation for military
applications.
It is an increasing trend to deploy COTS
computers in military environments to reduce
cost, improve performance, and accelerate
system development cycles (Keller, 1997).

To ensure that military equipment survives

during drop tests, the equipment is made to

ruggedised system solution for a land

during

drop from a specified height to the ground.

platform highlights several considerations

and storage, there are stringent standards

(e.g.

(e.g. MIL-STD-810E and IP54 standard)

illustration

of

the

development

communication

and

operational

use,

transportation

Temperature

to comply with and tests to be conducted
(MIL-STD-810E, 1989; American National

The equipment has to operate within the

Standards Institute, 2004). It is prudent to

temperature range of 0 to 50 degrees

examine applicable military standards in

Celsius and be stored within the temperature

relation to actual operating requirements.

range of 0 to 65 degrees Celsius. Thermal

Military standards may require the system

management takes into consideration the

Most military computers have to comply with

to operate under extreme temperatures

effects of computer heat and condensation

a series of environmental qualification tests

ranging from –40 to 85 degrees Celsius, but

caused by sudden changes in temperature.

(see Figures 1 and 2) before they can operate

this temperature range may not be relevant

The requirement for sealed enclosures to

in the targeted land platform. It is crucial to

to the expected actual operating conditions

shield the equipment from the elements,

understand the operating environment to

which typically range from 0 to 50 degrees

such as electromagnetic interference, dust

ensure that suitable protection measures are

Celsius.

and water ingress, is another challenging

REQUIREMENTS AND
CHALLENGES OF
MILITARY COMPUTERS

in place for the military computer. A generic
solution may not be effective as each military

aspect of thermal management.

Shock and Vibration

platform may have unique characteristics to
be considered.

ability to deploy the system quickly, as well
as the ease of managing obsolescence
and implementing upgrades. All these
requirements drive the review of traditional
ruggedisation solutions, for a new approach
to develop ruggedised computers that are
and

a

applications) in the development process.

other important requirements such as the

cost-effective

of

medium

In the use of military computers, there are

more

Figure 2. Spraying water test

with higher computing performance in

technologically

competent.
Figure 1. Sand and dust test

Electromagnetic Compatibility

Shock tests, vibrations tests and drop tests
may be conducted to ensure that the

The targeted equipment is in the vicinity

equipment can survive harsh treatment

of other computing or communications

and remain operational, without incurring

equipment in a typical land platform. Thus,

mechanical damage. In shock tests, the

to ensure that there is no interference

equipment typically receives up to 40g of

between the equipment and other devices,

shock for a duration of 11 milliseconds in

electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) effects

both directions and in the three axes i.e.

need to be measured at various test points.

transverse, vertical and longitudinal. These

It may be necessary to subject the equipment

parameters for shock tests are also applicable

to electromagnetic effects, in order to

to vibration tests, where devices are used to

observe if there are undesirable effects such

excite the structure of the equipment. Finally,

as malfunction or damage to the equipment.
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COMMERCIAL
OFF-THE-SHELF COMPUTERS

While some COTS products are certified

The equipment must be able to withstand

Desktop and mobile COTS computers offer

suitable for use in military environments.

other external environmental factors such as

faster Time-to-Market (TTM) with new

Other External Environmental
Factors

sand, dust, humidity and water. For example,

product releases. Besides being lighter in

the equipment has to be protected from the

weight and lower in cost, COTS computers

ingress of dust and harmful deposits. To

are also widely available in the market

guard against equipment malfunction, the

(McKinney, 2001). Additionally, they have

equipment has to be insulated against water

better

seepage.

faster Central Processing Units (CPU) at

performance

specifications

with

lower prices compared to military-grade
Other than the harsh environmental elements

computers. However, COTS computers are

to certain military standards, it does not
necessarily mean that the products are
To establish a product’s level of ruggedness
according

to

military

standards,

comprehensive tests which are often not
included in the specifications of COTS
products (see Table 1) have to be conducted.
The operating environment has a huge
impact on the choice of computing system
and the level of ruggedisation required.

not designed for military field usage.

To leverage rapid technological advances

vibration and shocks from weapon firing),

in COTS products, a realistic operating

other key considerations in ruggedising a

Military-grade computers are well protected

environment must be carefully defined

military computer include:

to endure outdoor deployment and harsh

and operating conditions (such as vehicle

b)

environmental conditions. The protective

Space constraints in a land vehicle
Obsolescence management – parts need
to be designed for easy replacement
and upgrade when obsolete

c)

measures

and

customisation

for

the

incur high costs and may result in dependency
on proprietary parts for maintenance and
future upgrades. Figure 3 summarises the

hardware specifications in view of new

characteristics of the three categories of

commercial computing products

computing devices.

requirements

for

Feedback from key industry players was
collated through a survey on selected
projects. Solutions implemented in the
projects can range from fully ruggedised
solutions,

to

semi-ruggedised

solutions

which combine ruggedised chassis and
internal

COTS

computing

components.

The findings from the survey provided
insights and perspectives with respect to
the considerations and challenges faced in
typical ruggedisation efforts.

systems.

Standard

Equipment that is
Fully Ruggedised
for Military Use

Equipment that is
Semi-Ruggedised
for Industrial Use

COTS
Products

MIL STD* 810G
certified

Yes

Yes

No

Meets the most stringent
profile of MIL-STD 810G
standards

Meets the low ruggedisation
profile of MIL-STD 810G
standards

Usually for moving
operations on tracked
vehicles

Usually for transportation or
wheeled vehicle operations

MIL STD 461
certified

Meets the MIL-STD 'Ground
Army' (Electronic Warfare)
EMC performance levels

Meets the MIL-STD or slightly
enhanced EMC performance
levels

No, usually
meets Federal
Communications
Commission
standard

Dust and
moisture
resistance

‘Good’ to ‘higher’ levels of
dust and moisture resistance
(IP65-IP67)

‘Good’ to ‘higher’ levels of
dust and moisture resistance
(IP54-IP67)

Usually not a
requirement

Increasing Ruggedness
Higher Cost
Ruggedised
Computer

re-examined based on ongoing projects.

development of military-grade computers

better

Evolving

specifications that match the military-grade

The traditional ruggedisation approach was

COTS
(Mobile)

COTS
(Desktop)
Faster TTM
Higher Computing Performance

Figure 3. Characteristics of different computing devices

*MIL STD: MIL-STD 810G is a Military Standard that describes specifies broad range of environmental
tests. MIL-STD 810G is a revision of MIL-STD 810E. MIL-STD 461 is a Military Standard that describes how
to test equipment for electromagnetic compatibility.
Table 1. Comparison of different levels of computer ruggedness

Figure 3. Characteris cs of diﬀerent com

ng devices
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relevant

military

standards

and

not make provision for future growth and

be implemented for different operating

for some ruggedised or handheld devices,

in

upgrades. It also does not leverage past

environments. This repository could be

other lightweight or embedded OS will be

assessing system operability and performance

solutions and know-how to reduce the lead

organised in categories to facilitate the

explored. The possible impact to the required

in the targeted operating environment.

time required in deriving new ruggedisation

reuse of known solutions. For example, the

C2 applications also needs to be assessed.

Similar ruggedisation practices can also be

solutions.

ruggedisation solution for an existing land

specifications

serve

as

benchmarks

observed from the production lines and road
maps of foreign militaries and key industry
players.
Many projects are focused on meeting the

PROPOSED
RUGGEDISATION
DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK

current known requirements. The usual

vehicle may be applicable to a new land

Three key ideas that tap COTS-based

vehicle which is of a similar type. A solution

ruggedisation practices were conceptualised

specific to the project can be adapted quickly

with the objective of achieving a shorter lead

from the ruggedisation solution which

time. These concepts have the potential to

was applied previously, providing a timely

form the baseline solution patterns in the

solution for this new land vehicle.

repository.

Generic Housing or ‘Cocoon’
Concept

ruggedisation approach is to come up with

In seeking alternatives to military computers,

a cost-effective solution with obsolescence

the ruggedisation development framework

From a repository of ruggedisation solutions,

management.

is

in

the architecture design and specifications

COTS products as much as possible, while

acquiring solutions and meet the long-term

for solution patterns can be established. The

meeting military standards for survivability

consideration of ensuring ease of system

solution patterns serve as standard guidelines

A generic housing concept can be set up

in the operating environment and ensuring

upgrades.

for the various classifications of military

based on the use of a controlled box to

This

involves

leveraging

proposed

to

reduce

lead

time

platforms and profiles of typical operating

shield and protect the COTS products from

serviceability and replacement. It is a

It is important to project system growth to

environments. Common interfaces can be

the harsh operating environment. The

practical and systematic approach to derive

cater for future requirements adequately.

identified and defined as recommended

‘cocoon’ concept allows the COTS system to

an optimal ruggedised solution, taking

Taking into account the expected life

standards.

work reliably beyond its originally designated

into consideration factors such as system

cycle of the system, future requirements

performance and cost-effectiveness. The

are anticipated and managed alongside

The

approach is also in line with practices of

obsolescence issues.

applies

in-country

capability

for

subsequent

key industry players to leverage COTS

environment, while providing a solution that
system

development

methodology

can be deployed quickly. Ruggedisation

ruggedisation

parameters controlled by such a protective

solution in the following phases, namely,

housing may include shielding against

in

verifying

the

products to develop ruggedised chassis with

As shown in Figure 4, the framework is

design, simulation, analysis, prototyping,

temperature, humidity, EMC, solar radiation,

customisable internal components.

developed from a repository of proven

qualification

vibration and shock. These parameters are

testing

and

production.

ruggedisation solutions. These ruggedisation

In addition, the solution patterns must

While the traditional approach is adequate

solutions address various aspects, such as

go beyond the hardware ruggedisation

for meeting current requirements, it does

suitable hardware and software which can

aspects and address factors such as the

further elaborated in the next section.

Qualify by Similarity

communications medium, command and
Project Specific Implementation

Repository of Known Ruggedisation Solutions
Hardware

Shock
Mount

Firmware

Communications

Command
Post

control (C2) applications and operating

The concept which is based on ‘Qualify by

system (OS) software, so as to develop a

Similarity’ aims to leverage and adapt proven

total system solution.

ruggedisation solutions. This is accomplished
by reading available test data from previously

Software
Application

Operating
System

Environment
Test Facility

The supporting elements will facilitate the

qualified systems, where possible. The

build-up of the ruggedisation solutions.

concept can be applied to new target

Network

Cooling and
Power

Form Factor

These

Application
Adaptation

Physical Operating Environment
Armoured
Vehicle

Examples of
Supporting
Elements

Naval
Vessel

Air
Platform

Figure 4. Proposed ruggedisation framework

Figure 4. Proposed ruggedis

on framework

include

systems and environments where operating

the provision of local test facilities for

limits and critical ruggedisation parameters

environment testing, form factor protection

are less demanding than those of the

(i.e. the housing of the computer), as well

previously qualified system. Through this

as the development and adaptation of C2

concept, significant time and cost savings

applications for specific OS. For example, if

can be achieved with less environmental

Windows OS cannot be implemented fully

qualified testing required.

supporting

elements
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as reference, the design and development
time frame for new solutions is shortened
effectively. Figure 5 shows the proposed
methodology and process flowchart.

THE ‘COCOON’ APPROACH

the ruggedisation solution to the entire

modifications and reducing the time required

operating platform i.e. the COTS computer

for requalification.

An ideal military computer is one that is fully

system. The ‘cocoon’ shields the device

ruggedised and affordable, and offers high
computing performance with a fast TTM.
However, a more practical approach to
develop military computers is to strike an

Proven Ruggedised
Solutions

continual

emergence

of

new

computing devices allows ruggedisation
requirements to be anticipated and prepared
for in a more proactive manner. Potential
ruggedised solutions can be identified
and pre-qualified in advance by sourcing
available solutions or developing new ones.
An example would be a COTS casing for
iPads which enables the device to operate
in

harsh

environments.

Collaboration

or engagement with potential industry
partners to develop new solutions can also
be explored. However, there may be cost
implications if the new computing devices
are required within a shorter lead time.

complete

will be able to operate in the housing

computer. Moreover, the cocoon enclosure

To develop a ruggedised computer with

with ease of integration, replacement or

is likely to be larger than the customised

upgrading. It is therefore essential to factor

computers developed specifically to meet

in the protective housing’s growth potential

military requirements.

computing
two-pronged

performance,
‘cocoon’

the

approach

in the planning phase so that it will be able
to house different combinations of COTS

While the ‘cocoon’ approach serves as

computing devices. As changes to the device

a viable alternative to fully ruggedised

will incur high costs, the interface panel is

military computers, the latter is still relevant

meant to retain the external platform cabling

for operations today. Fully ruggedised

lower acquisition and upgrading costs. This

in its original condition while providing the

military computers are suitable for set-ups

option to adapt the internal COTS cabling.

where space is limited and there is no air

for static headquarters or command post

This facilitates timely upgrades of computing

conditioning system on board to regulate

hardware, while avoiding costly platform

the ambient temperature.

performance computing while achieving a

Figure 5. Ruggedisation process leveraging
approach can be implemented effectively
proven
solutions
Figure 5. Ruggedisation
process
leveraging proven solutions

The

the

for vehicles that are equipped with just one

are priced more competitively, leading to

Anticipation of Ruggedisation
Needs

of

larger

performance specifications.

against

short production lead time. COTS products

Production

structure)

the

several computers, it may not be suitable

protection

leveraging COTS products to deliver high
Qualification Tests

enclosure

implementing
is

This means that the range of COTS computers

(e.g.

can be adopted. This approach involves
Qualify by Similarity

form factor (i.e. the size and fit of the

in

enclosure

COTS computers in the protective housing.

new
Analysis and Simulation

shock.

trade-off

optimise space for vehicles equipped with

higher

Prototyping

cocoon

package. While the cocoon enclosure may

temperature and environmental effects) and

Design

main

the

to enable plug-and-play for a wide range of

requirements
Check
Repository

The

temperature, humidity, EMC, vibration and

As outlined in Figure 6, the approach aims

effective balance to meet ruggedisation

Requirements Study

from environmental effects with respect to

set-ups, where the operating environments
are generally less demanding.
Leveraging the generic protective housing

“Cocoon” Enclosure

Platform’s Air
Cooling System

of the COTS product, the ‘cocoon’ approach

Air Inlet

works by insulating the COTS product
from the harsher external environment.
By

sheltering

it

against

the

external

environment, the protective housing allows
the device to function within its normal
operating

conditions,

stringent

environmental

while

COTS Computer
External Cable
(Mil-Spec)

Mil – COTS
Interface &
Expansion
Panel

meeting

COTS Computer

requirements

and facilitating the ease of future system
upgrades.
The proposed ‘cocoon’ approach attempts

Power
Management
Environment
Control

Air Outlet

to look beyond the ruggedised chassis and
seek new ruggedisation solutions. Instead of
ruggedising the chassis to create a protective
environment

just

for

internal

COTS Computer

Isolator

Isolator
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COTS

components, the ‘cocoon’ approach extends

Figure 6. Conceptual design of cocoon enclosure

Figure 6: Conceptual design of cocoon enclosure
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The

following

CONCLUSION

Undergraduate Ng Yun Yi for her analysis

It is important to hone the capability of

attachment at DSTA.

b) Test the relevant CPU and OS upgrade

harnessing COTS ruggedisation solutions

solution patterns in the repository for

to meet the increasing demands of the

REFERENCES

application

military

a) Redevelop

scenarios

illustrate

the

Ruggedisation for a Known
Platform Type
targeted

communication

adaptation to the new OS

derive a ruggedisation solution:

the

test

media adaptors and C2 applications for

application of the proposed framework to

If

and

computer

c) Examine the ruggedised form factor for
accommodating the replacement of the
CPU motherboard

system

ruggedisation is commonly used for a

environment.

While

current ruggedisation solutions meet today’s
requirements, the proposed ruggedisation
approach suggests ideas that take into
account desired long-term outcomes such

d) Develop and test new OS and its relevant
C2 applications for interoperability

particular type of military platform, the

operating

and research work during her industrial

recommended methodology is to leverage

as shortening the production lead time and
enabling the ease of system upgrades. To
develop a holistic ruggedisation solution,

the proven ruggedisation solution pattern

Upon the successful completion of the

in the repository. This proven ruggedisation

upgrade, the solution pattern can be added

aspects and take into consideration both the

method provides a baseline solution, while

to the repository.

C2 software and OS.

project-specific

requirements

such

as

additional sensors or equipment interfaces
can be implemented as add-ons. Thus, the

Ruggedising a New COTS
Computing Device

it is necessary to go beyond the hardware

The ruggedisation development framework
drives coherent acquisition strategies and

approach enables a quick turnaround and

helps to build a repository of architectural

eliminates the time and effort required to

To

device

designs and solution patterns. This repository

design a solution from scratch. To ascertain

such as an iPad, an external case can be

will aid system upgrades and enhance

the feasibility of the baseline solution with

installed. Alternatively, a flash disk and

interoperability. The cost of adopting the

project-specific add-ons, verification and

screen protection can be installed. These

‘cocoon’ design approach on a COTS

environment testing are required. When

simple solutions, which require a short

computer is usually lower than acquiring

proven, this solution pattern can be added

production lead time, can be implemented

a fully ruggedised military computer, as

to the repository.

quickly for user trials and training, while full

maintenance and upgrades for military

ruggedisation development and verification

computers tend to be more costly. However,

testing are in progress.

the fully ruggedised military computer is still

Operating System Upgrades

quickly

ruggedise

a

COTS

relevant for operations where space on the
When an OS is obsolete and needs to be

The form factor ruggedisation only requires

military platform is limited. The application

upgraded, an analysis of the impact of the

prototypes to be developed for external

and effectiveness of the ruggedisation

upgrade on the overall system interoperability

protection. The mobile operating system

framework, as well as the engineering

is required. The analysis typically includes

has to be explored and assessed based on

feasibility of the concepts discussed in this

examining the impact on supportability

its adaptability to the C2 applications and its

article require verification through a pilot

of hardware and the compatibility of C2

impact on them. When validated, the

project with a series of trials.

applications

media

specifications for the new COTS computing

adaptors (used to interface C2 applications

device will be stored as a proven solution in

with the communication media) with the

the repository.

and

communication
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ABSTRACT

Reducing Vibration in
Armoured Tracked Vehicles

The vibration level in an armoured vehicle is an
important consideration due to its effects on human
health, crew fatigue and system reliability. Reducing
vibration in armoured vehicles is necessary to ensure
that the crew is safe and efficient. This article
highlights how human health is affected by exposure
to vibration and the relevant standards to monitor its
effects. It also discusses the evaluation and analysis
of vibration levels in armoured vehicles, outlines three
approaches to reduce vibration, and suggests some
practical measures that can be adopted for armoured
platforms.
Kaegen Seow Ee Hung
Tan Teck Chuan
Ang Liang Ann
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INTRODUCTION

vibrations in a vehicle are undesirable as

accurate assessment of the probability of risk

machinery components can fracture under

they cause considerable crew discomfort and

at various degrees of exposure and durations

repeated loading. The rate of wear and tear

The main design consideration for armoured

unwanted noise. Technically, there are two

(ISO 2631-1, 1997).

will also increase, resulting in premature

by vehicular vibration. Vibrations generated
by armoured vehicles during operations can
affect human health and cause components
to fail prematurely. Their effects are slow but
may lead to dire consequences. Generally
powered

by

a

running

track

system,

armoured vehicles generate much higher
vibration levels as compared to commercial
wheeled vehicles. There is a need to monitor
the vibration level closely so that it will not
lead to health problems.
The effects of vibration on humans are
subjective. An acceptable vibration level for
one can be intolerable to another. A credible
assessment of vibration in a vehicle must
be based on standards and guidelines that
are widely recognised. The advancement
of technologies has provided innovative
solutions that can reduce vibration. With
increased

emphasis

on

Human

Factor

Engineering, the design of many armoured
platforms now places greater importance
on human factors such as crew safety and
comfort. This article outlines the harmful
effects of vibration and provides a general
guideline for the assessment of vibration
levels. It also shares different approaches
to reduce vibration for the vehicle crew to
function efficiently with minimal health risks.

which may hurt eardrums and aggravate

that are critical for mission success. In order

crew discomfort. In general, higher vibration

to minimise these harmful effects, vibration

Hand-Arm Vibration refers to vibrations

levels lead to greater noise. The noise levels

in armoured vehicles must be controlled.

transmitted from hand-held devices to the

in a vehicle also peak at certain travelling

hands and arms, which can lead to localised

speeds due to air resonance. In an enclosed

damage such as Raynaud’s syndrome.

cabin such as the crew compartment in

This type of risk is more commonly found

an armoured vehicle, vibrations from the

in workers using powered hand tools for

running gear system or the response to

There are several recognised standards and

prolonged periods (Occupational Health

terrain or road conditions (e.g. slopes and

guidelines that can aid in quantifying and

Clinics for Ontario Workers Inc, 2005).

rocks) can excite the air to resonance level.

evaluating the level of vibration suffered by

This phenomenon is termed acoustic or

armoured crew members.

cabin booming. Cabin booming can cause

the body’s supporting surface, such as the

unacceptable sound pressure levels in the

The most widely used international standard

legs when standing and the back when

crew cabin (Cherng et al., 2003). Together

for WBV is ISO 2631-1:1997, “Mechanical

sitting. Short-term WBV can cause chest

with WBV, cabin booming intensifies crew

Vibration and Shock – Evaluation of Human

discomfort, nausea, headaches and fatigue,

discomfort and fatigue. Externally, the loud

Exposure to Whole-Body Vibration – Part 1”.

while long-term exposure can lead to serious

noise produced by armoured vehicles also

This standard defines the methods to

health problems mainly affecting the lumbar

allows the enemy to detect them more easily.

quantify WBV in relation to human health,

spine and connected nerves systems, such as

perception and motion sickness. It does

lumbar scoliosis (Occupational Health Clinics

Vibration is also known to shorten the

not detail the vibration exposure limits but

for Ontario Workers Inc, 2005).

service life of electronic and machinery

provides a guideline via a health caution

components such as electronic boards and

zone on vibration exposure for different

Human response to WBV depends on the

cards, computers, engine, transmission and

durations (see Figure 1).

vibrating frequency and its acceleration, as

piping system. When exposed to vibration,

well as the exposure periods. Low frequency
vibrations in the range of 1-80Hz are
more harmful to humans. The resonance
frequencies of many human organs also lie
within this range (CSTI Acoustics, 2006).
In particular, studies have shown that
WBV in the frequency range of 4-8Hz is
most damaging, especially to the lower

10
6.3
4

1.6
Equation {B.2}
1
0.63

0.16

However, research on the quantitative

0.1

oscillations

of

the

vehicle

intensity and duration of the exposure to

body

and

subsystems, caused mainly by the engine
and

running

gear

system.

Excessive

relationship between vibration exposure and
health risks is inconclusive. Thus, there is no

Equation {B.1}

2.5

vibrations can lead to greater health risks.

for Ontario Workers Inc, 2005). Increased

mechanical

RELEVANT STANDARDS
AND GUIDELINES

WBV refers to vibrations transmitted by

Vehicle

to

Component

Whole-Body Vibration (WBV).

back region (Occupational Health Clinics

refers

parts.

breakdown may disrupt vehicle capabilities

HARMFUL EFFECTS OF
VIBRATION
vibration

machine

Vibration can generate excessive noise

0.4
0.315
0.25

10 min

0.5

1

2

4

8
24
Exposure duration, h

Figure 1. Health caution zone presented in ISO 2631-1:1997, Annex B
(Source: Reproduced from ISO 2631-1:1997)
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of an armoured platform can also be affected

of

human health: Hand-Arm Vibration and

10 dB

survivability and mobility. The performance

failure

main types of vibration that will affect

Weighted acceleration. m/s2

vehicles is usually to maximise lethality,
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If the measured vibration levels are within
the caution zone, there will be potential
health risks to the crew. If vibration levels
exceed the caution zone, crew members are
likely to suffer health problems. There are
also various occupational health publications
available for practitioners to assess the health
risks associated with excessive exposure
to vibration. However, most of these
publications do not state the acceptable
exposure limits.
A directive established in 2002 by the
European Communities recommends that
the daily vibration exposure should not
exceed 1.15m/s2 for eight-hour durations,
and that action should be taken to reduce
health risks when the vibration exposure is
above 0.5m/s2. Other health agencies like
the Occupational Health Clinics for Ontario
(2005) recommend a daily exposure limit
of 0.63m/s2 and suggest keeping vibration
below 0.315m/s2 to maintain proficiency of
operators instead.
The recommended exposure limits provide
a quantitative means to assess the health
risks associated with vibration in armoured
vehicles. However, the vibration limit set
for every armoured platform may differ
according to crew feedback and the
expected level of proficiency for the required

Pre-amplifier

Vibration
Pick-up

The main source of vibration in tracked

Processing
and display
equipment

Analysis

Figure 3. Procedure for physical measurement

armoured vehicles is the running gear
system, which includes tracks, sprockets,
rollers

The vibration level in a vehicle can also be

are affected by changes in terrain. The

(see Figure 2). Most vibrations are generated

modelled and simulated using commercial

evaluation of vibration in armoured vehicles

by the constant impact of the driving

software programs, which is a slightly more

has to take into account these factors, as well

sprockets on the moving tracks when the

complex and time-consuming process as

as the magnitude and period of exposure.

vehicle is in motion. Vibration is also caused

the design model has to be built using

Basic evaluation should be based on

by the interactions between the tracks and

these programs. Accuracy of the simulated

the frequency-weighted root-mean-square

the ground, the idler wheels, as well as the

results depends on parameters such as

acceleration. This value gives a quadratic

support rollers. In addition, the running

boundary conditions and load cases in the

mean of the varying accelerations adjusted

engine and transmission are other sources of

model. To generate a model with higher

according to frequency. The vibration level

vibration in the armoured vehicles.

accuracy, several iterations and calibrations

is then normalised to an eight-hour time

using actual measured data are required.

frame according to a given operating profile

Vibration generated by the running gear

The calibrated model can then be used for

(see Table 1)1. The normalised vibration

system, engine, and transmission propagates

vibration predictions for any future design

levels for different crew positions can then

through the vehicle chassis to the floorboard

and load case changes.

be compared with the relevant exposure

idler

wheels

and

support

limits (based on eight working hours) stated

and crew seats. This vibration is eventually
transmitted to the human operator, leading

It is often complex to assess vehicle vibration,

in various standards to assess the health

to WBV.

which involves a spectrum of different

risks index. A high risk index indicates a

frequencies (i.e. speed) and accelerating

need to reduce vibration to acceptable

directions. Furthermore, vibration levels

levels.

To assess vibration levels in a vehicle, physical
measurements and computer simulations
like the mode-shape modelling technique
can be used. For physical measurements,
an accelerometer is used to detect the
localised vibrating acceleration. The signal is
then amplified, processed and displayed for
analysis (see Figure 3).

Exposure period (hours)

Vibration level in frequency-weighted
root-mean-square acceleration (m/s2)

4

0.8

2

0.1

5

0.9

When the vibration exposure consists of two or more periods of exposure to different magnitudes
and durations, the equivalent vibration magnitude corresponding to a reference duration of 8 hours
can be evaluated according to the formula below:
Normalised vibration level for an 8 hour duration
= [(∑ ai2 x Ti) / Tr]0.5
= [(0.82 x 4 + 0.12 x 2 + 0.92 x 5) / 8]0.5
= 0.91 m/s2

Figure 2. Running track system inclusive of sprocket, road wheels,
support rollers, idler wheel and track

Where:
ai is the frequency-weighted root-mean-square acceleration
Ti is the exposure duration of each vibration profile
Tr is the reference time frame (8 hours)
Table 1. An example of normalised vibration level for an eight-hour exposure
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APPROACH TO REDUCE
VIBRATION

Figure 4. Vibration transmission path from source
to receiver in an armoured vehicle

Source approach

There are three approaches that can be used

The main source of vibration in armoured

to reduce vibration (see Figure 4):

vehicles is the running gear system. One way

the

vehicle

chassis

material may pose potential durability
issues, thus generating a high life cycle
cost. With the rapid advancement of
rubber

technology,

rubberised

running

gears may prove to be more viable in the
future.

Figure 7. Double pin track around sprocket
(Source: Astrum)

to reduce vehicular vibration is to dampen

The main challenge involved in using the

the various running gear components,

rubber band track is the weight of the

so that less vibration will be transmitted
approach

to

cut

down

on

vehicle. Originally, the rubber band track

through the vehicle chassis.

was designed mostly for lightweight vehicles

transmission of vibration
c) Receiver approach to minimise vibration
experienced by crew members
Regardless of the approach taken, the basic
way to reduce vibration is to dampen or
stiffen the vibrating element.

such as snow automobiles. Breakthroughs

Several designs can be explored, such as

in rubber technology and manufacturing

coating the idler wheels and sprockets with

methods have allowed rubber band tracks to

a layer of rubber material (see Figure 5).

be used on heavier armoured vehicles.

This method helps to absorb and dampen
the impact of the tracks against these
movement. In addition, the support rollers

Some well-known examples of armoured

Figure 6. Isolated support roller

rubberised running gear components during

vehicles using rubber band tracks include

Other alternatives for reducing vibration at

the BV206 and BV206S tracked articulated,

source include using a double-pin track or

all-terrain

rubber band track. A double-pin track is able

Systems. In Singapore, rubber band track

to ‘wrap’ more snugly around the driving

technology was implemented successfully

sprocket, reducing the impact between

on the 18-tonne Bronco (see Figure 8)

the track and the sprockets (see Figure 7).

and later employed in the UK’s Warthog

As compared to a single-pin rubber bushed

vehicles. The latest development involves

track,

the use of rubber band tracks on a

most

double-pin

tracks

possess

twice the amount of rubber bushing to

carriers

developed

by

BAE

28-tonne Combat Vehicle 90.

support the vehicle load. Thus, there is
further reduction of noise and vibration.
Unfortunately,

the

double-pin

track

is

generally heavier and more costly than the
single-pin track.
To reduce vibration at source, the most

71

promising approach is to make use of the
Figure 5. Rubberised sprocket and idler wheel

rubber band track. A rubber band track

Figure 8. Rubber band track on Bronco
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b) Path

to

noting that heavy cyclic loading on rubber

to high costs and extensive man-hours. The

source

materials.

vibration

according to the crew location. It is worth

is labour and technology intensive, leading

a) Source approach to reduce vibration at

a central core made of steel or composite

of

by up to 40%. However, results vary

crew comfort. However, reducing vibration

efficiency are not compromised.

dampers, which reduces the transmission

methods can lower the vibration level

should be as low as possible for maximum

acceptable level such that crew safety and

consists of rubber track that is moulded into

(see Figure 6). Based on trials, these

Ideally, the vibration levels in a vehicle

focus should be on reducing vibration to an

can be isolated from the hull using spring
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One major advantage of using rubber

the vehicle hull and supporting structures,

Damping or isolation is one of the most

of up to 40%. Specially designed cushions

band tracks is the significant reduction of

especially those directly connected to the

common and economical methods to resolve

such as air cushions can potentially reduce

vibration and noise caused by the interaction

crew station. The methods of stiffening a

vibration issues. However, the effectiveness

the vibration level by 50%. However, there

between the tracks and drive sprockets.

structure include increasing the structure

of damping and stiffening on complex

is a need to balance vibration absorption with

Compared to conventional metal tracks,

thickness, and adding metal strips or plates

structures such as an armoured vehicle

durability, cost, and ease of maintenance to

rubber band tracks can potentially reduce

to existing components. Stiffening can also

would have to be validated through trials.

find the ideal seat for an armoured platform.

vibration by 65% and noise by 10 decibels

be achieved by providing more support for

Damping and stiffening can have varying

(BAE Systems, 2011). Since rubber band

overhanging components.

effects on vibration magnitude at different

Canvas seats which are suspended by

frequency ranges. For example, damping

straps anchored to certain points of the

tracks are about 30% lighter than metal
reduced

Structure stiffening has the effect of shifting

the vibrating roof panel of a vehicle may

vehicle are gaining popularity in the market

significantly by more than 0.5 tonne for a

the natural resonance frequency to occur

only be effective for vibration above 200Hz

(see Figure 11). Some hybrid designs also

30-tonne vehicle.

at higher speed ranges, ideally beyond

while improvements for frequencies from

include a hard base frame for a firmer

common operating speeds. This can be

1-100Hz may be negligible. Therefore, these

support. Canvas design allows the seat to be

Due to the unique design of the rubber

observed from Figure 9 (a). As the stiffness

measures tend to be useful only at certain

isolated from the main body of the vehicle,

band track, its requirements for field support

of

resonance

speed ranges which would have to be

thereby reducing transmission of vibration

logistics (i.e. methodology for storage, repair

(peak vibration) occurs at higher frequency,

identified through field and laboratory tests.

to the crew. Other advantages include a

and maintenance) may differ significantly

which corresponds to a higher vehicle

from that of conventional metal tracks.

speed. It is theoretically possible to avoid the

Unlike the metal track, the rubber band

resonant vibration completely by shifting the

track cannot be broken down into smaller
sections. Hence, logistics requirements to

tracks,

weight

can

also

be

the

structure

increases,

lightweight and enhanced protection from

Receiver approach

mine

natural frequency of the structure beyond

The most basic method to reduce vibration

with canvas seats are the Leopard 2

the operating speed range.

experienced by the crew is to damp the

Main Battle Tank and Puma Armoured

support their repair and maintenance may

transmission path to the direct supporting

involve more equipment such as cranes and

Damping will not shift the natural frequency

structures (e.g. seat and floor). This usually

recovery vehicles.

of structure. Instead, damping aims to reduce

takes the form of enhanced seat and

the vibration amplitude (see Figure 9 (b)) by

floorboard design.

Path approach

and

improvised

explosive

device

blasts. Examples of armoured vehicles

Personnel Carrier (Autoflug GmbH, 2006).

absorbing vibration energy and dissipating it
as heat. It usually involves the use of rubber

Generally, there are two types of seats in the

The path approach explores methods to

mounts at strategic positions to interrupt

armoured vehicle: the cushion seat and the

reduce transmission of vibration within

the transmission path. Vibration isolation is

canvas seat. The right density and material

the vehicle body. For armoured vehicles,

achieved when a system has zero or minimal

of the cushion seat (see Figure 10) can

this usually involves stiffening or damping

response to the vibrating element.

improve crew comfort significantly, as tests
conducted have shown vibration reduction

Figure 11. Canvas seats suspended by straps

The vehicle floorboard also acts as a receiver
component when the floor surface starts
to vibrate and transmits vibrations to the

(b)

Figure 9. Graphs showing how damping/stiffening can affect the amplitude of vibration

Figure 10. Different types of cushion foam

crew. To reduce such direct transmissions,
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some armoured platforms are laid with an

The most essential and relevant standard

isolation

12).

for measuring and assessing health risks

Alternatively, a suspended foot rest can

posed by WBV is ISO 2631-1:1997. Several

be used for the individually seated crew. A

occupational health agencies also offer

spring-loaded or suspended floorboard can

recommendations for daily exposure limits.

also be deployed. Both methods can also

Although vibration levels in armoured

be designed to double as a mine protection

vehicles can be benchmarked against these

system for the crew on board.

limits, crew feedback should also be taken

mat

(see

Figure

into consideration.
To reduce the vibration effects, there are
three approaches that can be used: the
source approach, path approach and receiver
approach. These approaches have their
merits and limitations in terms of feasibility,
cost, reliability, ease of deployment and
maintenance. Much effort is required to
Figure 12. Isolation floor mat
(Source: Mackay Consolidated Industries Pte Ltd)

reduce vibration in armoured vehicles, given
the adverse operating environment and
inherent shortcomings in the conventional
metal

track

running

gear

system.

CONCLUSION

Breakthrough technologies such as the

Tracked vehicles generally experience a

but there are logistic and maintenance

higher level of vibration as compared

implications to be addressed.

to

wheeled

vehicles.

rubber band track system can be explored,

These

engineers not only have to improve the

uses

components that generate the vibrations,

Laboratory and field tests are conducted

but also consider the subsystems at the

to validate the outcome of these approaches.

transmitting path and receiver ends.

Most measures lead to certain trade-offs

a

combination

of

approaches.

in the vehicle design (e.g. weight, cost, and
ease

of

reliability, vehicle vibration also influences

be

considered

the health and efficiency of crew members.

implementation.

Research

affecting

component

maintenance)

which

holistically
Based

on

a

must
before
tracked

short-term

armoured platform study, the methodology

exposure to WBV can diminish crew

is able to reduce the normalised vibration

performance through ailments like nausea

level systematically at all crew stations to less

and fatigue, while prolonged exposure

than 0.63m/s2, a typical benchmark used in

can lead to lower back injuries. Thus, it

assessing health risks. This design approach

is necessary to monitor vibration levels

can be employed in the development of

carefully.

future tracked armoured platforms.

has

shown

that
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(accessed on 20 September 2011)

are inevitable and unavoidable. Design

Apart
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ABSTRACT

Communications Modelling
and Simulation for the Development
of Network-Centric C4 Systems

The advent of network-centric warfare has placed
greater demands on the interconnectivity and
networking between command and control, sensor,
and shooter systems. The key challenges in developing
the communications network for network-centric
command, control, communications, and computers
systems
demands

include
for

defining
new

the

concepts

communications
of

operations,

understanding the effects of communications failure
and degradation to the network, as well as verifying
and validating the networked system’s performance
without an actual deployment. This article describes
how Communications Modelling and Simulation
(M&S) is applied to address these challenges. It also
introduces future developments and applications
for Communications M&S.
Sivagami Ananthanarayanan
Boo Yan Shan
Anthony Chua Yong Pheng
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MOTIVATION

and bit errors, which could be caused by

A network-centric warfare Concept of

elements), terrain, network loading, and

combat power. By networking sensors,
decision-makers and shooters, there is
awareness,

increased

speed

of

command, higher tempo of operations and
a high level of self-synchronisation (Alberts,
Garstka and Stein, 1999). This modern
warfare has revolutionised the development
of command, control, communications,

jamming. Communications M&S can also
be used to emulate the communications
characteristics and demands of command
and control (C2) nodes, as well as their
performance

over

the

communications

network. This article describes the application
of Communications M&S at different stages
faced, as well as the future development and
applications of this technology.

emphasis on intersystem connectivity and

CHALLENGES IN
COMMUNICATIONS
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

(NCCS) were developed. These NCCS support
pervasive and near real-time exchange of
massive amounts of data from the battlefield
and other information sources from the
military enterprise (Yeoh et al., 2011).

network supporting NCCS faces several
challenges. As communication channels
are designed to be shared by multiple
networked systems, it is hard to ascertain the
bandwidth required and communications
latency incurred to support new ConOps and
systems. It is also difficult to assess the effect
of communications disturbances such as link
failure and degradation of the networked
systems. In addition, it is costly to deploy
networked systems in the actual operating
for

the

Verification

and

Validation (V&V) of systems performance. To
address these challenges, there has been an
increasing application of Communications
Modelling and Simulation (M&S).
Communications M&S is the application
of simulation technologies to model and
simulate the communications effects on
networked systems. The communications
effects include fading, propagation loss

Complexity in
Validating NCCS

Operational Impact
due to System
Upgrades

- Interoperability issues
between existing and
legacy systems require an
impact analysis of new
net-centric systems on
existing communications
network

- Systems connectivity
and performance
tests require V&V
before full-scale
trial and
operationalisation

- New ConOps
require V&V to be
conducted
regularly

COMMUNICATIONS M&S BASED APPROACH
- Simulation studies to identify potential
bottlenecks as well as determine and optimise
network performance metrics
- Communications M&S environment to verify
design and optimise network parameters

- Extensive SOS integration and testing
environment to emulate C4 systems and
communications eﬀects

Figure 1 shows some of the key challenges
Figure 1. Challenges in communications network development
(Source: RiAC Desk Reference)

in communications network development
and identifies a Communications M&S based

The development of the communications

environment

- High systems
interconnectivity and
complexity require
network parameters
to be deﬁned

High Cost of Testing and
Development

of the system’s life cycle, the challenges

and computers (C4) systems. With greater
networking, Network-Centric C4 Systems

Diﬃculty in Deﬁning
Performance
Parameters and
Analysing Impact

approach to address them.

Difficulty in Defining
Performance Parameters and
Analysing Impact
In a highly interconnected and complex
environment, the introduction of new NCCS
could have an impact on other systems and
the communications network performance.
To ensure systems interoperability, the
impact of integrating new systems to the
existing network needs to be analysed and
the

required

communications

network

performance parameters have to be defined.
During the front-end planning stage of the
system’s life cycle, Communications M&S can
help operations and network planners assess
the performance of the network in support
of the new ConOps. The future deployment
scenario will be modelled in a virtual
environment and the communications traffic

profile will be simulated. The simulation

Another challenge is to assess the impact that

results can be used to identify network

changes to the communications network

constraints and potential bottlenecks, as well

parameters have on the overall system

as to determine the network performance

performance. Communications M&S can

parameters.

be used to revalidate the communications
network

High Cost of Testing and
Development

the implementation stage, it would be
challenging to have an environment to
iterative

systems

development

and integration testing with other C4
systems, particularly in a system-of-systems
(SoS) set-up. The Communications M&S
environment can be set up to emulate C4
systems

and

communications

network

performance. Thus, users are able to make
use of this virtual environment to verify the
functionality and operation of the systems,
and assess the communications effects and
end-to-end systems performance.

whenever

these

parameters change.

Without an actual deployment during

facilitate

performance

Complexity in Validating NCCS
Systems

in

the

NCCS

have

different

development timelines. The Communications
M&S environment can be used as a platform
to verify the integration with other C4
systems which are in the development
phase. This allows potential integration
problems to be surfaced at an early stage.
Prior to the installation on site and the
subsequent
system,

the

operationalisation
Communications

of

the
M&S

environment can be used as the final
validation of the NCCS.
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Operational Impact due to
System Upgrades

conducted to analyse SoS communications

In the operations and support stage, C4

Working with DSO National Laboratories

systems are often updated incrementally to

and the original equipment manufacturer

support changing operational requirements.

of the communications system, the DSTA

The Communications M&S environment

project team has developed generic radio

can be used to verify the changes before

models

the actual roll-out, minimising potential

of the SAF communications network to

operational impact.

support simulation studies. For models of

performance.

ADDRESSING
CHALLENGES THROUGH
COMMUNICATIONS M&S

and

communications

models

communications systems which are not
available yet, the team modelled the system
behaviour from field trials using mathematical
models. The fidelity of these models can be
improved when more information of the

DSTA has developed a Communications

actual systems is available to enhance the

M&S environment to simulate, analyse,

accuracy of the simulation.

Figure 2. Communications network simulation environment using OPNET Modeler

and emulate the communications network
performance. This environment is built upon

To conduct simulation studies, the following

key M&S technologies such as the OPNET

aspects must first be defined:

Modeler and the OPNET System-In-the-Loop

a) Scenario deployment topology (derived

(SITL) module. The OPNET Modeler (OPNET
Technologies Inc., 2012) is a network

from ConOps requirements)

simulation tool which allows users to design,

b) Node characteristics

simulate

c) C2 information exchange requirements

and

analyse

communications

performance for wireless and wired networks.
The SITL module (OPNET Technologies Inc.,
2012) is an application and protocol testing
tool which enables the emulation of the

(IER)1
d) Radio and communications models
e) Parameters to be analysed

communications network performance as
experienced by the actual C2 systems. In

A scaled-down simulation scenario is shown

addition, the environment also comprises

in Figure 2.

radio models, advanced communications
models, network models and proprietary

Statistic

military protocols.

simulation runs to collect results such as

probes

end-to-end

Communications Simulation
and Analysis

are

message

used

in

latency

the
and

completion rate. Figure 3 shows a sample
result of latency and its consolidated
processing time. The simulation results are

the

environment,

Communications
DSTA

has

analysed

M&S

consolidated and analysed based on the

the

end-to-end latency requirements as specified

performance of networks consisting of

in the IER.

Configiration 1

Configiration 2

83

multiple communications systems for up to
100 nodes. Simulation studies have also been

Configiration 3

Figure 3. Simulation results
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For more accurate simulations, actual traffic

architectures.

effects

to apply Communications M&S across the

profiles can be collected from exercises

such as link failures, network jamming and

various stages of the system’s life cycle, the

and imported into the Communications

attenuation due to terrain can be introduced

development of new simulation models

M&S environment. The team explored an

to

and the communications network must be

innovative method to use data collected

environment.

the

expected

operational

carried out in tandem. Thus, NCCS projects

from a traffic monitoring tool – the OPNET
Application

Management

solution.

should plan for the use of Communications

The

A scaled-down SITL set-up is shown in

M&S as early as possible in the system’s

collected data was imported as traffic

Figure 4, where two live C2 nodes are

life cycle, with sufficient time and budget

profiles and network topology for simulation

deployed with four emulated C2 nodes and

allocated.

studies. The traffic statistics captured by

communications nodes.

this tool can also be used for future system
testing and throughout the development
life cycle. This innovative method (Chua,
the OPNETWORK 2011 Conference2.

Communications Emulation

allows multiple live and virtual systems

different vendors who may use different

M&S in NCCS development faces several

modelling methodologies. Models using

challenges.

proprietary protocols and interface messages

to be connected to form an emulated

in the Communications M&S environment.
To address this issue, the scenarios can be
divided into phases using different protocols.

used

These phases are then simulated separately.

network

increasingly for NCCS projects, it is not

The results will be analysed and consolidated

performance testing before field trials or

a mandatory requirement. The need for

to determine the overall communications

operationalisation.

Communications

network performance.

NCCS.
enables

This

scalable

environment

communications

While

Communications

M&S

M&S

may

is

arise

only

at a later stage of the project. However,
In addition, the Communications M&S

a late introduction of Communications

environment helps to validate existing and

M&S to the project may result in higher

new military doctrines and communications

costs and schedule delays. Furthermore,

composable

Moving ahead, there is a need to develop
a Communications M&S model framework
which is aligned to JEWEL. This enables future
communications models to integrate with
platforms, sensors and weapon simulation
models, so as to increase the realism of
current wargaming, training and operational
analysis simulators with communications
effects included. To ensure interoperability of
proprietary protocols, the framework will be
used as a guide for model development.

During the early stages of development,

To promote the use of communications

Communications M&S at this stage, an
abstracted model to simulate results based
on field trials can be developed to deliver
meaningful results.
For

scenarios

where

communications

emulators are integrated with live C4
will require time to compute and therefore
may not meet the real-time requirements.
In such cases, the trade-off between fidelity,
complexity and computation time must be
considered.

planning and analysis tools in the SAF and
DSTA, the Communications Planning and
Analysis System (CPAS) will be developed as
part of a common repository.
The CPAS comprises an IER repository,

systems, high fidelity and complex models

Figure 4. SITL setup

enables

Communications Planning
and Analysis System

or demand may not be available. To apply

Live C2 Node 2

framework

Complexity and Fidelity

the actual system protocols, performance

Live C2 Node 1

M&S Environment for Wargaming and

interoperability across simulation systems.

The implementation of Communications

Adoption of Communications
M&S

the SAF are developed using the Joint

simulations to be generated and allows

may not be able to interact with one another
The Communications M&S environment

The simulation and training systems for

This

Communications models are developed by

Sivagami and Boo, 2011) was presented at

Communications M&S
Framework

Experimentation Labs (JEWEL) framework.

Compatibility and
Interoperability

IMPLEMENTATION
CHALLENGES

FUTURE INNOVATIONS

communications models, terrain data, radio
models and a user-friendly interface. It is
used to support the simulation and analysis
of communications network performance
for various operational scenarios.
A scenario generator in the CPAS enables
users to design the network topology and
tap into the repository for relevant models,
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without the need for prior knowledge of

For the SAF, the Communications M&S

OPNET programming. Simulation results will

capability has enabled the development

be presented in a visually comprehensive

and

manner through charts, graphs and trends.

concepts. It also enabled signal specialists

Thus, CPAS will improve the effectiveness of

to test and select optimal communications

the planning processes for communications

solutions for various operational scenarios.

network development.

Simulation studies have improved user

of

new

operational

awareness of the limitations of new and

Communications M&S for
Signal Specialist Training

legacy communications systems in different
operational concepts. Results from these
simulations have been used to recommend

An application of Communications M&S

improvements in areas such as deployment

for signal specialist training will also be

configuration

developed. In this case, the trainer can

communications system configurations, and

simulate

information exchange between nodes.

an

operational

communications

scenario

disturbance

using

and

and

resource

allocation,

the

Communications M&S environment. The

Communications M&S has enabled DSTA

simulated scenario will require the signal

acquisition teams to design and validate

specialist trainees to respond to the various

new

communications disturbances. This training

protocols early in the acquisition phase. It

capability allows signal specialists to develop

has also supported iterative testing for the

and evolve C4 military doctrines as well.

SoS, as well as the conduct of V&V before

communications

architecture

and

operationalisation.

C4I Test and Integration
Framework

The Communications M&S has also enabled
DSTA C2 system development teams to
validate the performance of C2 systems

Integration

in

for

SoS.

This

a

communications

network

during

framework will include aspects such as

development. From the Communications

the testing and integration of SoS as well

M&S findings, C2 teams have changed

as the test methodology and processes.

their interface design specifications early

Communications M&S is envisaged to

in the development phase to meet the

play a significant role in the testing and

performance requirements, thus avoiding

integration of SoS, and will be used by

the high costs of changing specifications

ConOps developers and planners to perform

after implementation.

process will raise users’ confidence that the

Communications M&S will play a larger

interoperability requirements for C2 systems

role in NCCS development ahead. The

to communicate across the SoS can be met.

Communications

BENEFITS

M&S

Framework,

planning

and

a

analysis

system, the virtual environment and the C4I
Test and Integration Framework, will address

The Communications M&S has brought

the

about many benefits to the SAF in the

Communications M&S today.

development of NCCS.

challenges

Loop.

in

the

design,

implementation

of

development
NCCS

and

proved

to

be beneficial in the various stages of a
system’s life cycle. While the challenges
in implementing Communications M&S
are not trivial, more emphasis should be
placed on the use of Communications M&S
for such developments to ensure its early
adoption. Developers and users of NCCS can
look forward to greater Communications
M&S capabilities and applications in future

faced

http://www.opnet.com/solutions/

network_rd/system_in_the_loop.html
(accessed 1 December 2011)
OPNET

Technologies,

Inc.

Modeler and System-in-the-loop module
Documentation.
Yeoh, L.W., Tan, K.S.O., Low, K.S.L. and Teh,
S.H. 2011. Cognitive Systems Engineering
Approach to Developing Command and
Control Systems. DSTA Horizons. Defence

developments and potential innovations.

Science and Technology Agency.
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ABSTRACT

Evolutionary Development of
System of Systems through
Systems Architecting

Operational planners and engineers are always
on

the

watch

technologies
inserting

a

as

to
a

new

leverage
force

more

advanced

multiplier.

However,

technology

into

an

existing

System-of-Systems (SoS) architecture is complex
due to the interrelationships between operational
and system entities. This article presents systems
architecting as an effective means to coherently
manage the evolutionary development of SoS
arising from technology insertion, and identifies
four key aspects of actionable systems architecture
outcomes to guide engineering masterplanning and
programme implementation.
Pang Chung Khiang
Sim Kok Wah
Alvin Koh Hian Siang
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Guiding Technology
Insertion in SoS

As illustrated in Figure 1, the first key

the existing manned platform for wide area

activity in the SA approach is to evaluate

surveillance in Maritime Security2. In this

System of Systems (SoS) can be described

the benefits of the new technology and its

case, a newly evolved systems architecture

as a collection of constituent systems

An SoS is too complex to be managed solely

potential to expand existing SoS mission

has to be defined.

which

through quantitative engineering analysis.

are

operationally

independent.

Managed independently and distributed
geographically,

these

systems

work

collectively to perform unique function(s)
which cannot be carried out by any
individual constituent system. Voluntary
and collaborative interactions among the
constituent systems often result in new
emergent properties or functions that
can serve the primary purpose of the SoS
(Maier, 1998).
SoS

evolutionary

driven

by

the

Hence,
approach

the
is

systems

architecting

employed

to

(SA)

visualise,

conceptualise, plan, create, communicate
and build an SoS (Tan et al., 2006). The
process of systems architecture evolution
opens up new possibilities for the existing
SoS. It challenges trade-off considerations
by stakeholders and subject matter experts.
Consequently, the process creates the
architectural clarity needed to manage

development
changing

can

be

environment,

technological advancement, or evolving
needs of stakeholders. Introducing new
technologies can lead to changes to
the underlying operational strategy or

complexities objectively.
A well-designed systems architecture has
attributes such as flexibility, adaptability
and evolvability. These attributes create an
as new systems, technologies or ConOps may

existing constituent systems may require

be inserted for the SoS to evolve and adapt to

modifications to derive a different and more

the changing environment, latest technology

effective operational capability.

needs or stakeholder requirements. The
architecture documentation provides design
clarity, records the rationale behind each

achieve a new optimal design is not a

design consideration and serves as a body of

trivial task. As the SoS constituent systems

knowledge to manage the evolution of SoS

are

and its performance over time.

have

managerial

independence (Maier, 1998), there are
different authorities managing the raising,
operator

training

and

sustenance

1

of

Impact of Technology
Insertion

respective constituent systems. Since each
constituent system is already meeting current

A systems architect has to understand the

needs, it may lack an impetus to assimilate

nature of the disturbance caused by the

with the new technology introduced to

new technology and how this will affect

the existing SoS environment to form new
capabilities. This adds to the complexity
and difficulty of realising and managing an
SoS evolution (US Department of Defense,
2008).

In the second scenario, the new technology

principles and assumptions, arising from

has less impact on the existing SoS, hence

assimilating the new technology into the

causing the SoS to evolve to a limited

defence capability. There are two possible

extent. An example of the scenario is the

architecting scenarios.

replacement of a key constituent system

In the first scenario, significant benefits can
be derived from the new technology. Thus,
the operations planner has to formulate
new operating principles and concepts,
and involve the systems architect in the
early stages of identifying SoS performance
requirements. An example of the scenario
is the use of multiple Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) to complement or replace

in the SoS, such as changing an obsolete
platform to a more advanced version. This
replacement is likely to result in minimal
change to the ConOps. Since the existing
SoS is likely to remain operational with the
introduction of the new system, the SA
focus will be on exploring other operational
possibilities presented by the new system
and evolving the SoS.

Example of disturbance
Introduction of new technology
(e.g. Multiple UAVs)

SoS
As Is

Review existing broad level relationships in SoS
Ops only

Deﬁne new organisational
structure and processes
Revised SoS
for best
employment
of new
technology

Ops - Systems

Reconﬁgure
existing
relationships

Only ops
related changes

Changes to overall
operational framework
(Operational Architecture)
governing SoS evolution

Systems only

Insert new technology and
modify constituent
systems if necessary
Only systemrelated changes

Changes to overall
technical framework
(Systems Architecture)
governing SoS evolution

Architecting Scenario 1

Managing these changes to the SoS to

to

there will be fundamental shifts in operating

enduring architecture that is forward looking,

Concept of Operations (ConOps). Thus,

characterised

objectives. The intent is to determine if

Architecting Scenario 2

the SoS. This knowledge ensures that a
systems architecture study would produce
a meaningful outcome to guide the review
and update of the engineering master plan.

Figure 1. Understanding SA scope and outcome
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Step Three: Evaluate SoS
Alternatives

more. The spiral approach of the SA process

Next, guided by desired SoS capability

is illustrated in Figure 3.

objectives

Each option is evaluated thoroughly on its
operational effectiveness, using relevant
as Modelling and Simulation tools. Where

guides the development of a new systems

possible, the cost of each alternative is also

architecture, the same process can also be

assessed. The final technology employment

applied to evolve existing SoS architecture

Evolve SoS

Operational Analysis (OA) techniques as well

SA Primer, 2010). While the SA process

option(s) or ConOps will then be selected.

due to the insertion of new technologies.

Tech
Insertion (2)

Step Four: Finalise SoS
Architectures
current SoS architecture design is reviewed
to identify the modifications required for the
assimilation of the new technology. The broad

1

6

current

operating

1

6

4

5
3

2
1

challenges, assumptions and limitations

3
Evolve SoS

Tech
Insertion (1)

intent of operational needs as well as the

4

5

2

SoS Mission
Objectives

Based on the final option selected, the

the

the operations planner to review the higher

3

2

Environment

Figure 2 shows the DSTA SA process (DSTA

and

concept, the systems architect works with

Time Periods

Systems Architecting
Approach for
Technology Insertion

Develop SoS

6

of current operations. Subsequently, they
seek innovative ways to best employ the
new technology. For example, a group of
self-synchronising

tactical

UAVs

can

potentially replace the manned Maritime

4

Patrol Aircraft (MPA) (see Figure 5) for

5

selected

Figure 3. Spiral approach of the SA process

wide

area

detection

and

identification of vessels of interest.

EXAMPLE: MARITIME
SECURITY

timeline for implementing these systems
upgrades is assessed vis-a-vis the timeline for

The application of the SA process for

developing the new technology. If necessary,

technology insertion is best illustrated

interim architectures are established to

using an example. In this scenario, consider

address any capability shortfall.

maritime airborne surveillance which forms

Figure 2. Six-step SA process

part of the SoS capabilities for maritime
A preliminary assessment is conducted on

Figure 5. An example of MPA: C295MPA
(Source: Airbus Military)

systems to operate collaboratively. This

With

assessment will indicate if the finalised SoS

self-synchronising

Step One: Frame the Issue

architecture is realisable within the estimated

maritime surveillance

budget. There is a possibility that some of

Consider a scenario where a new technology

the requirements identified in this step3

is inserted into an operationally stable SoS and

cannot be met coherently. In this case, it is

it is determined that the systems architecture

necessary to revert to one of the previous

would evolve to a limited extent. Instead of

should be explored. For example, instead

steps for a second iteration.

of employing tactical UAVs for wide area

process is as follows:

the

advent

of

multiple
for

The architecture options should not be

(see Figure 4), the

limited to developing a systems configuration

systems architect has to first understand

mix (e.g. number of UAVs versus manned

the value propositions and opportunities

patrol aircraft), alternative uses of the

created by the new technology.

technology

tactical

UAVs

adopting a build-from-scratch approach, it is

in

other

mission

scenarios

detection only, it is possible that a few

more effective to assess the impact of the

The

the

technology insertion and explore how best

UAVs can break off from the fleet to track

architecture over time, with the increasing

to assimilate it into the existing SoS.

a hijacked vessel in counter-piracy operations.

knowledge of architectural issues and

After the ad hoc mission, the UAVs return to

interrelationships

the fleet autonomously.

Step Two: Develop SoS
Alternatives

iterative

SA

process

among

refines

constituent

systems. Once the systems architecture is
finalised and more accurate cost estimates

It is possible to identify more than one

Innovative ways are sought to employ the

are available, development and certification

alternative use of the technology. These

new technology. This may require different

tasks will be carried out until the SoS

modifications of the existing architecture.

achieves its steady operational state once

Figure 4. An example of tactical UAV: ScanEagle
UAV (Source: The Boeing Company)

alternatives

may

be

evaluated

quickly

using heuristics, or may require a deeper
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assessment using OA techniques. Ideas,

current SoS architecture design is reviewed

rationales,

and

to identify new operational and system

value propositions for the ConOps should

linkages required for optimal assimilation

be documented where applicable for future

of the new technology, thereby ensuring

references, regardless of the outcome of the

end-to-end effectiveness of the SoS. For

evaluation.

example, by analysing the activities carried

considerations

Conduct
general
surveillance

Activity

Model

(see

Figure

7),

depicted by a High Level Operational

applications and system linkages are needed

Concept Graphic, commonly known as

to enable collaboration between the crew

Operations View 1 or OV-1. OV-1 provides

and other teams. This Operational Activity

a high-level illustration of the operating

Model is commonly known as Operations

concept of various key systems and agencies,

View 5 or OV-5.

Watch cell

new

Interim
assessment

Anormaly
detection

MPA crew

out by the UAV crew in an Operational
The outcome of the SA process can be

Historical trends
Port documents
Shipping manifest

Standard Operating
Procedure

Orders for
action

Orientate to
and investigate
anormaly

Video footage
Partner feedback

Take
appropriate
action

UAV crew

Report

Quick
Response
team

Analyst

AAR report

After-action
review (AAR)

Analyst
UAV crew
Watch cell

as well as their interactions with the SoS
environment. An example of OV-1 is shown

Based on the analysis, a logical map of

in Figure 6.

information exchange requirements among
the operational nodes (including the new

UAV crew interacting with:
(1) MPA crew (location of anomaly)
(2) Watch cell (orders)
(3) Analyst (surveillance coordination)
(4) Quick response team (surveillance coordination)

Quick
Response
team
UAV crew

The next step in the SA process is to

technology) is developed and the terms of

develop alternative architectures to enable

reference are refined. This step allows the

the different ConOps identified in the

systems architect to establish and identify

earlier stage. Each alternative architecture

touch-points with the new technology

is evaluated on its ability to meet the SoS

and any new organisational structure that

the ConOps. The logical map is usually

systems

may not have surfaced when formulating

documented

Node

them. This analysis helps to determine the

Connectivity Description diagram, commonly

interoperability (Sim, Foo and Chia, 2008)

known as Operations View 2 or OV-2. An

requirements of the new technology. A map

example of OV-2 is shown in Figure 8.

of the identified systems and connectivity

capability objectives. During this stage, the
International
Sea ports

Outer Maritime
Surveillance Ring

Wide area sensor

Multiple
tactical UAVs
Narrow
Field-of-View
sensor

Navy
Multiple
tactical UAVs

Inner Maritime
Surveillance Ring

in

the

Harbour
Surveillance
Internet
Coast Guard
Information
Sharing
among Maritime
Security Partners

MPA

Coast Guard
HQ

Figure 6. OV-1 example for maritime security

Ground based
coastal sensor

and

the

interactions

among

can be captured in a Systems Interaction/

OV2OV-2
– Information
Flow
for Wide
Area Surveillance
Using
as a guide, the
systems
architect
Interface Description diagram, commonly

Task

known as Systems View 1 or SV-1.

Collection

Ad hoc tasking
(info only)

Processing, Exploitation
and Dissemination

Maritime Security
Enforcement Node

Surveillance
Requirements

In-fight
coordination/
control

Surveillance
Information

Surveillance
Command Node

Unmanned Maritime
Air Surveillance Node
(UAV Swarm)

Ad hoc tasking
(for info)
Tasking request

Surveillance
Information

Manned Maritime Air
Surveillance Node

Ad hoc
tasking

Maritime Security
Command Node

Navy

Operational

can conduct an analysis to identify related
Enabling wide area
surveillance using
multiple tactical
UAVs

Figure 7

Figure 7. OV-5 example for maritime security

Tasking
order

Mission
status

Air Ops Control
Node - Manned

Surveillance
Information

Maritime Security
Command Node

In-fight
coordination
/control

Air Ops Cmd Node

Maritime Security
HQ

Tasking
order

Air Ops Control
Node - Unmanned
Ad hoc
Tasking

Command and Control
Operations Support

Figure 8. OV-2 example for maritime security
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The rationale behind the selection of

requirements

effectively.

be

OA studies may generate new insights (e.g.

However, the provision of options comes at a

identified systems and the corresponding

leveraged to determine the optimal mix

sensitivity of mission success with aircraft

cost and the systems architect needs to work

interaction needs are documented separately

and configuration of systems to meet

and

with operational planners and obtain the

for future reference. Based on SV-1, the

requirements. In the example of maritime

and disprove earlier assumptions. Such

systems architect can derive other high-level

security,

are

information can be circulated to the earlier

requirements such as information assurance

minimal revisit rate and high operational

SA stages to adjust the operating concept

It is also important for the systems architect

requirements. An example of SV-1 is shown

availability

for

new

to engage operational stakeholders while

in Figure 9.

expected area of operation. In this case,

technology. An example of an OA outcome

developing operating concepts, so as to

OA may study the deployment concept to

is shown in Figure 11. This methodology is

establish credibility, gather consensus and

also used for evaluating alternatives.

build ownership. While it is necessary to

some

key

for

the

OA

can

requirements
surveillance

of

an

The new ConOps may require a specific

determine the number of UAVs needed to

number and mix of systems, including the

meet revisit and availability requirements

new technology,
to meet
key operational
SV1 – Systems
Interaction
Diagram

(see Figure 10).

Sensor

C2/Planning
Chat and Email

Ad hoc
tasking

C2 System

Flight and
Collection
Plan

Flight
planning
system

Tasking
order

Sortie Plan
(detailed)

In-flight
coordination
/control

UAV

Flying Sqn

UAV GCS
UAV GCS
UAV GCS
UAV
system

Flight and
Collection
Plan

Planning &
Control Centre

Tasking
Request
Maritime Security CP

C2 system

Flight
status

Maritime
Surveillance
Ops
C2
system

Surface track
monitoring
system
Maritime
security C2
system

Surveillance
Request

Ad hoc
tasking
(for info)

of

the

necessary approvals.

document architectural details for analysis
is

and evaluation, the systems architect can

finalised, the next step in the SA process

also generate simplified diagrams of the

is to identify possible solutions that enable

Operations View and Systems View to allow

the interactions required to fully assimilate

decision makers to understand the SoS

the new technologies. After the architecture

architecture design easily.

Once

the

revised

SoS

architecture

is verified to be fit and coherent over
several iterations, the actual solution and
decisions are determined during programme

Actionable Systems
Architecture Outcome

implementation.
To

manage

the

complexity

architecture must serve as a meaningful

Patrol Boat

architecture that allows attributes such as

guide

Mission
system

flexibility, adaptability and evolvability. He or

implementation and validation. Hence, the

she should anticipate and make provisions to

systems architecture requires a consistent

insert other technologies or systems, thereby

and rigorous architecture framework to

creating operational options for the future.

guide its documentation.

2

for

subsequent

a

SoS

evolutionary

Figure 9. SV-1 example for maritime security

development,

of

architect should remember to design an

Fused Sensor picture

Electro Optics
imagery

employment

specifications)

Through the SA process, the systems

Surface
Track

Sensor data
Sensor
Fusion
system

Surface
Track

better

performance

systems
analysis,

Area Coverage
Area CoverageProportion
Proportion

Smaller
Platform A
Proportion

Platform B

Platform C

Larger
Proportion

Measure
of Eﬀectiveness
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Number of Platforms

Figure 10. UAV deployment example for maritime security
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Figure 11. An example of OA outcome

Figure 11
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desired

value

design helps to rationalise the impact of an

the US Department of Defense Architecture

propositions

requirements

impending change in the SoS. Information

Framework and the UK Ministry of Defence

are documented using various types of

and considerations on the design, such

Architecture

illustration (OV-1, OV-2, etc.) and written

as design principles, system interactions,

text.

system performances and configurations,

popularity

Framework,
in

the

are

defence

gaining

community

ConOps,

corresponding

and

critical

partly due to their introduction of formally

are documented to support the analysis

defined architectural views and models.

Inserting a new technology to meet the SoS

as well as the test and evaluation of the

Nonetheless,

architectural

capability objectives may create potential

architecture. This ensures that the SoS

engineering

operational opportunities in other SoS(s).

is verified and validated for its intended

rationales

The assessment of these opportunities

capability, and that it has been implemented

using

should be recorded in the architecture and

correctly as well.

comprehensive

reviewed as part of another SoS construct.

description of an SoS architecture should

Hence, the assessment helps to ascertain

include four core aspects as shown in

if system provisions should be made for

Figure 12.

interoperability

decisions,

there

are

innovations,

trade-offs,

assumptions

that

not

are

graphical

easily

models.

and

captured

A

and

realisation

of

the

potential opportunities.

SoS Operations and
Capability Overview

SoS Demand for
Infrastructure Resources
Requirements, such as the communication
infrastructure, need to be surfaced early

SoS Design

to the relevant governing bodies to strike
a balance among competing demands.

The

overview

reveals

the

high-level

The

design

forms

the

core

of

the

Otherwise, the identified systems which

operational context of the SoS so that

architecture.

aspects

require these resources may not be usable,

the

systems

to explain how constituent systems are

thus affecting the SoS capability performance

architect can have a broad and common

identified and designed to fit into and be

significantly.

understanding of the SoS capability. The

coherent with the SoS layout. Thus, the

operations

manager

SoS Operations and
Capability Overview

and

Capability
Objectives

covers

Desired operating concept and
value proposition

various

Critical
Operational Requirements

Description and value proposition of other operational opportunities due to
technology insertion
Key SoS
design principles

SoS Design

It

Critical systems
performances

List of identiﬁed existing and/or
New candidate systems (include R&T)
System deployment
concept

Key system function and
data ﬂow descriptions
Systems conﬁguration
mix, quantity and allocation

Systems interaction
layout

SoS Time Frame, Challenges
and Limitations
This aspect provides the SoS programme
manager with an overview of the transition
requirements, challenges and limitations
of evolving constituent systems. Thus, an
implementation timeline can be established
for the newly evolved SoS Architecture. The
intent is to communicate this information
to various constituent system owners to

SoS Demand for
Infrastructure Resources

SoS Operations and
Capability Overview

Communications spectrum demands

Demand for scarce resources
(land, air space, maritime, budget)

Communications spectrum demands

Demand for scarce resources
(land, air space, maritime, budget)

Communications spectrum demands

Demand for scarce resources
(land, air space, maritime, budget)

Figure 12. Key aspects of an actionable SoS architecture

ensure that stakeholders are fully apprised
of the challenges and new limitations. This
aspect should also document the lessons
learnt so that important insights are passed
on for future evolution.

Conclusion
Evolutionary

development

is

a

key

characteristic of the SoS and can be
triggered by the changing environment,
technological advancement and evolving
needs of the stakeholders. SA is an effective
means to realise and manage the SoS
evolutionary

development

arising

from

technology insertion. The DSTA SA process
can be applied to enable innovative ways
of employing the new technology. For the
SoS architecture to serve as a meaningful
guide

to

engineering

masterplanning

and programme implementation, the SA
outcome should cover the four key aspects
of an SoS Architecture outlined in this article.
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ABSTRACT

Staying Prepared

for IT Disasters

IT disasters can result in severe losses if an
organisation is unprepared. While many organisations
have

IT

Disaster

Recovery

(DR)

plans,

most

focus only on the recovery of IT systems after
a disaster. However, recovering IT systems should
only form part of the DR plan as there are other
important executive actions to be carried out.
Understanding

and

documenting

the

IT

DR

processes, and conducting regular exercises diligently
as part of the IT DR plan, can help organisations to
prepare for an IT disaster and resume operations
quickly to minimise the impact on business.
Feng Ziheng
Yee Keen Seng
Lim Hwee Kwang
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Introduction

Besides having IT recovery procedures,

The September 11 attack on the World Trade

due consideration to the following aspects:

Centre in USA destroyed more than 12,000

a) Data centre design and management

data loss (Shore, 2002). While the world

b) Alternative sites

focused on the political impact and human

c) Data recovery plan and infrastructure

toll of the attack, the importance of a

d) Crisis management team

sound IT Disaster Recovery (DR) plan was
also highlighted in its aftermath. As a result,

e) Staff training

many organisations have incorporated IT DR

f) Insurance policies and claims

planning as part of their business continuity
plan.

Data Centre Design and
Management

An IT DR plan seeks to recover the IT
systems so that they can continue to support

Figure 1. Burnt UPS batteries

Figure 2. Burnt IT equipment

in the overheating of batteries or cables,

ways. If the water reaches the electrical

causing a fire to break out. If the fire is not

circuits or battery rooms causing a short

contained immediately, the IT equipment

circuit, more fires may be ignited as a result.

may be damaged by fire, soot or heat,

The water from the overhead sprinklers

leading to disruptions in business operations.

may also flow into equipment racks and

A data centre should be designed and built

Figures 1 and 2 show the aftermath of a fire

damage more IT equipment. If the data

business functions after a disaster. Apart

based on the type of IT infrastructure

in a server room.

centre is housed within an office building,

from recovering IT systems, there are other

that it needs to house. By understanding

executive actions required to manage the
disaster – even in instances where only IT

water flowing to the office areas may result

the nature of each type of infrastructure,

To mitigate the risk of fire occurrence,

in further damage to the office and IT
equipment.

proper room segregation can be designed

UPS batteries must be housed separately

systems have been affected. These aspects

to contain the damage area and minimise

in isolated rooms with proper fire-rated

are sometimes overlooked by organisations

losses in the event of a disaster. In addition

walls and doors. These rooms should also

An effective drainage system must be

to proper room segregation, the IT DR

be equipped with the correct type of fire

implemented to prevent flooding of the data

and excluded from their IT DR plans.

plan should include the following key

suppression systems which are in accordance

centre or building. Regular maintenance of

This article illustrates the key considerations

design considerations to mitigate the effects

with the fire safety code. The fire suppression

the drainage system is required to reduce

of a comprehensive IT DR plan, through the

of any fire incidents:

systems play an important role in containing

the chance of blockage in the system. In

the fire – they give sufficient time for the fire

addition, there should be an overriding

scenario of a fire incident in a data centre.
This scenario is cited because fire risks are

> Keep Uninterruptible Power

fighters to put out the fire before it spreads

system to stop the flow of water from the

higher in Singapore as compared to natural

Supply Batteries Away from IT

to the neighbouring rooms housing the

sprinkler after the fire has been put out.

disasters like earthquakes. The article also

Equipment

IT equipment. One of the recommended

describes measures that organisations should

Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) batteries

fire suppression systems is the dry pipe

> Manage IT and Building

undertake to better prepare for IT disasters.

are used to provide backup power to IT

sprinkler system, where the pipes are filled

Infrastructure

equipment in a data centre. It is a common

with water only when the high temperature

Data centres are typically built to last 20 years

oversight to house these batteries and the

alarm is sounded. This reduces the risk of

or

IT equipment in the same room, which may

accidental water discharge or pipe leakage.

(Downes, 2009), the computing power of

MINIMISING THE RISKS
OF DISASTERS

more.

According

to

Moore’s

Law

arise due to space constraints or a lack of

The location of the IT infrastructure and fire

IT equipment should increase by many times

While disasters often strike without warning,

knowledge of safety requirements. The

suppression systems should be documented

over this period, which in turn leads to an

organisations can strive to minimise the

co-location of UPS batteries and IT equipment

in the IT DR Plan.

increase in power, cooling, and structural

impact on their operations through good

increases the probability of damage to the IT

planning. In the event of a disaster, these

equipment as a result of a fire breakout from

> Implement Effective Water

IT equipment, such as storage area network

the highly flammable UPS batteries.

Drainage System

and high-density servers, may be added to

situation to speed up recovery of their

When a fire is detected, the water sprinkler

the data centre. It is crucial that the impact

business operations and reduce potential

Defective UPS batteries, loose electrical cable

will be activated to put out the fire. However,

of these new requirements be assessed by

losses.

connections, or poor maintenance can result

the deluge may worsen the disaster in some

professional

organisations can better manage the chaotic

loading requirements. Furthermore, heavy

engineers.

The

assessment
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helps to ensure that the floor loading of

Manual recovery or tape restoration has to

DR site set-up. Typically, it will cost 10 times

A typical off-site tape backup and recovery

the data centre as well as its power and

be completed before the IT systems can be

more to implement a hot DR site as

solution involves backing up data in tapes,

cooling capacity are sufficient to house and

restored online.

compared to a cold DR site.

transporting these tapes to the DR site

capacities may increase the risk of a disaster

Cold DR site refers to a site with no

occurring. Thus, it is necessary to have a

pre-existing IT hardware and software.

Data Recovery Plan and
Infrastructure

robust governance framework and process

This is only suitable for IT systems which

to manage the introduction of additional IT

can accept a recovery time of more than 72

Hardware and software can be replaced

transportation or failure to adhere to the

equipment.

hours (Jones, 2010). In order to convert the

easily but data recovery can be extremely

cold DR site into a hot DR site, there is a

difficult. Organisations that fail to recover

right procedures during storage.

need to procure, deploy and configure the

data are likely to suffer business losses which

IT infrastructure as well as to restore the

will also decrease the confidence of investors

While the impact of a disaster may be

necessary data for the business functions to

and customers. Hence, having an effective

minimised through the appropriate design

resume.

data backup plan and infrastructure is critical

operate the IT equipment. Exceeding these

Alternative Sites

of a data centre, there remains a possibility

and storing them securely. However, this
solution relies heavily on manual effort
which can result in human error, such as
the misplacement or loss of tapes during

for IT DR.
Mobile DR site refers to a leased or

Thus, an alternative site must be identified

reserved stand-alone space unit placed on

The data backup and recovery technology

for the recovery of the IT systems. There are

mobile trailers (Noakes and Diamond, 2001).

can

four types of alternative sites that can be set

This set-up is getting increasingly common

technological options, ranging from the

up for the IT DR:

as there is no need to secure a DR site in

basic off-site tape backup and recovery

advance, avoiding the high premiums which

solution to complex real-time replication

have to be paid for building spaces. Mobile

technologies (see Figure 3). The latter

with redundant IT hardware, software

DR is also versatile enough to be deployed

provides

and near real-time synchronised data. The

as a hot, warm or cold DR site, depending

compression, and bandwidth reduction for

production systems are commonly designed

on the business requirements. However, it

immediate system recovery and availability.

to recover IT systems within 30 minutes

is important to note that the site planned

(Jones,

from

for mobile DR deployment should have

the production site can be recovered

sufficient space and electrical power supply.

Hot DR site refers to a fully functional site

2010).

The

IT

systems

can

data

deliver

replication

real-time

data

technology
replication

(Jones, 2007) with near-zero data loss
between the production and DR sites.
The technology also possesses intelligent

that the data centre will become unavailable.

be

Advanced

viewed

as

near-zero

a

data

continuum

loss,

of

data

capabilities such as data encryption, data
compression

and

de-duplication,

which

will reduce the demand on expensive
wide-area network bandwidth. Although
using this technology requires minimal
human

intervention,

successful

data

replication is still dependent on network
connection and bandwidth availability.

automatically at the hot DR site, allowing
business

functions

to

resume

almost

immediately.

The

type

of

alternative

site

to

be

implemented is determined by the required
recovery time of the IT systems after a
disaster. While organisations may like to

site designed to achieve recovery of IT

achieve the near-zero downtime offered by a

systems within 72 hours (Jones, 2010). This

hot DR site, the costs to set up and keep the

site has all the redundant IT hardware and

hot DR site running can be very significant.

software in place and ready for provisioning.

Table 1 presents the relative cost of each

Expected IT Recovery Time
Relative Cost*

Hot DR Site

Warm DR Site

Cold DR Site

< 30mins

< 72hrs

> 72hrs

10X

7X

1X
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* The relative cost is based on general industry assessments.
Table 1. Relative cost of alternative sites for IT DR

Figure 3. Data backup and recovery technologies
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should

Subject matter experts may also be co-opted

External Communication. If the mass

coverage of the building and IT equipment.

preferably be deployed as the primary DR

into the team based on the nature of the

media obtains information on the disaster,

As a result, the organisation may have

solution for critical IT systems as it is more

disaster.

the coverage in the public domain may

to bear the full costs of repairing the

data

replication

solution

have an adverse impact on an organisation

building infrastructure and replacing the IT

can be used as a secondary backup for critical

> Corporate Communications

and undermine public confidence in it.

equipment.

systems lest the data replication solution

The corporate communications function

Throughout the entire disaster recovery

fails. It can also be employed as the backup

serves to ensure that clear and accurate

process, the senior management and the

> Corporate Administration

solution for non-critical IT systems which can

messages are disseminated to stakeholders,

corporate

department

With the disaster site out of bounds to staff,

allow a longer recovery time.

media and staff in a timely manner.

must work closely together to communicate

alternative arrangements have to be made

timely and accurate information to the

for business operations to continue. The

Crisis Management Team

Internal Communication. The first line

media. This helps to assure the public that

function of corporate administration is to

reliable. The off-site tape backup solution

communications

of communication is with the CEO of the

the organisation can manage the disaster

provide resources for the relocation of work

A formal crisis management team should

organisation. He or she needs to understand

well. It is also important to remind staff to

spaces and procure the necessary equipment

be formed early and led by someone who

the extent of loss, especially if the disaster

direct all media queries to the corporate

for business operations to resume.

has the authority to take charge and give

has resulted in human casualties, and if the

communications department to ensure that

immediate instructions when a disaster

situation has been brought under control.

consistent messages and information are

For work that needs to be performed at the

strikes. As part of the disaster response plan,

The CEO should issue clear instructions on

sent to the public.

data centre and offices, arrangements could

the team should also establish a reporting

the response to the disaster.

be made for staff to share workspaces. For
> Site Management

structure to coordinate responses from all

some organisations, additional network

staff, give clear instructions to stakeholders,

Staff involved in the IT recovery process

The

serves

points may have to be implemented at the

and mobilise the organisation in an efficient

may be uncertain of how they should react

to prevent unauthorised personnel from

shared workspace for staff to connect to

manner.

Forming

a

centralised

site

management

function

team

to a disaster. They also need to know the

entering the hazardous areas and to secure

the organisation’s network and IT systems.

minimises confusion which can arise from

extent of damage to the IT equipment, the

the disaster zone for investigation.

Other arrangements could be made for

the various decisions made by individual

amount of recovery work required, and

teams. Thus, the organisation can react to

the time to start the recovery work. Those

For safety reasons, the site of the disaster

locations. To facilitate their work, secure

the disaster more efficiently.

who are not involved in the IT recovery

must be secured immediately to prevent

remote access to the IT systems has to

process are likely to be concerned about

unauthorised entry. Although the data centre

be implemented.

For effective containment and recovery, the

the impact to their work and the possibility

may remain intact after the fire has been

crisis management team should include the

that they may need to relocate temporarily.

contained, the building structure may have

During the IT DR planning, provision for

following functions:

To minimise confusion and apprehension

weakened substantially. Civil and structural

shared workspaces or off-site locations must

among staff, communication to staff must

engineers need to inspect the structure and

be made. The IT DR Plan should also include

be timely and concise.

certify that the disaster site is safe.

the activation procedures to facilitate staff

a)

Corporate Communications

b)

Site Management

c)

Corporate Administration

d)

IT Recovery

The roles and responsibilities of each
function, as well as the contact details of
relevant members must be defined clearly
and updated in the IT DR plan. This will
minimise the time required to activate all
crisis management team members, creating
a more efficient response to the disaster.

staff to work from home or other offsite

access to the IT systems.
Stakeholders are concerned about the

In addition, controlled access to the site

damage caused by the disaster. They should

ensures that the evidence is intact for fire

The corporate administration team has to be

be kept up-to-date on the development of

investigations. The site and damaged IT

involved in assessing the office equipment to

the situation and be informed about areas

equipment could reveal if the disaster was

explore the redeployment of items which are

such as the extent of system damage, the

a deliberate criminal act. The evidence is

still in working condition. Thereafter, they

amount of financial loss and the expected

also required for the processing of insurance

will replace the damaged office equipment

recovery time for business operations.

claims. Any unauthorised person who has

and refurnish the office area for staff to

While it is important to pay attention to

gained access to the site can destroy or

resume work at their workstations.

stakeholders’

made

tamper with the evidence unknowingly,

during a crisis must be based on objective

interests,

decisions

causing a possible delay in the investigation

considerations to remedy the situation.

process. This could also void the insurance

111
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> IT Recovery

Out of these two systems which are used

There are several other ways for untrained

clearly. It is important to ensure that the

The IT Recovery function serves to execute

for

system

staff to increase the risk of a fire or

claim statement should coincide with what

the IT DR plan and resume business

A’s recovery is accorded priority in the

worsen the damage caused by the fire

is written in the policy. For example, if the

operations as soon as possible. As each

IT DR plan. At the time of the disaster,

unintentionally. This human element can be

insurance policy states that the organisation

disaster scenario may differ, the IT DR plan

however, system B is on a tight project

addressed by conducting formal training,

can only claim for the “restoration” of IT

needs to be flexible enough to adapt to

timeline and needs to complete its testing

periodic exercises and refresher courses.

equipment, claims for the “replacement”

various situations in a disaster.

urgently for implementation. A delay in

The training should include aspects like data

of IT equipment may be rejected by the
insurance company.

and

development,

the implementation of system B may affect

centre configuration, use of various fire

Executing IT Recovery. The IT DR plan

the organisation’s capabilities and result in

safety systems in the data centre, and the

guides the IT recovery process. At the hot

financial loss. On the other hand, system

disaster response plan.

Conclusion

DR sites, the IT systems will be activated

A is supporting a non-critical patch test.

automatically to continue supporting the

This situation may not have been foreseen

Insurance Policies and Claims

It is essential for organisations to plan ahead

organisation’s operations. For warm DR

during the IT DR planning phase. Thus, the

sites, the IT recovery team needs to bring

IT DR plan needs to be adapted according

With appropriate insurance coverage for

disruption to their operations. Implementing

the IT systems online before the organisation

to the situation to sustain the organisation’s

the data centre and its equipment, an

an IT DR plan that only focuses on recovering

can continue with its operations. As for

capabilities and minimise losses.

organisation can minimise its financial

the IT systems is insufficient. The IT DR plan

losses in the event of a disaster. However,

should also consider other factors which

organisations do not usually receive full

can minimise the impact of the disaster,

compensation for their losses. This could be

manage the situation and recover the IT

Having an IT DR plan in place can accelerate

due to unclear requirements and definitions,

systems swiftly. Sufficient preparation for

the recovery of IT systems, but the chances

misinterpretation of clauses and coverage,

an IT disaster will minimise losses and allow

Proper allocation of the organisation’s

of resuming business operations within the

or breaches in the insurance policy. It is thus

organisations to resume business operations

emergency funds has to be done during

stipulated recovery time are much higher if

important for organisations to review their

in the shortest possible time.

the IT DR planning stage and be reflected

the plan is carried out by well-trained staff.

insurance coverage on a regular basis. At

in the IT DR plan. However, unforeseen

Conversely, staff who are not familiar with

the same time, the advice of subject matter

circumstances, such as the price increase of

the recovery process may be more prone to

experts should be sought to ensure that the

equipment due to a global supply shortage,

errors, leading to greater losses and a longer

insurance protection coverage is adequate

Downes, L. 2009. The Laws of Disruption:

can affect the budget allocation. As such, it

recovery time.

and commensurate with the business value

Harnessing the New Forces that Govern Life

of IT assets in the organisation.

and Business in the Digital Age. New York:

the cold DR sites, emergency procurement
processes have to be activated to purchase

Staff Training

and implement the hardware and software
at the DR site.

is important to prioritise the recovery of the
instance,

if

the

gas-based

and prepare for IT disasters, to prevent severe
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ABSTRACT

A

Venture Capitalist’s

Perspective on Innovation

In 2003, Cap Vista Pte Ltd was set up in
Singapore as DSTA’s strategic investment arm to
seek

cutting-edge

technologies

and

innovative

start-ups to meet defence and security needs.
Since its establishment, Cap Vista has invested in a
portfolio of local and overseas companies which has
reaped a steady stream of technology returns. This
portfolio covers a broad spectrum of technology areas
such as sensors, force protection, energy, robotics and
unmanned technologies, communications and IT.
This article shares Cap Vista’s efforts in working
with start-up and entrepreneur communities. It also
shares how Cap Vista collaborates with partners in
the broader entrepreneurship ecosystem to nurture
innovative technology start-ups as well as small and
medium enterprises in Singapore.

Joseph Tan Tow Hua
Wah June Hwang
Lee Keen Seng
Cheng Wee Kiang
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INTRODUCTION

vacuum cleaners1 and cars), flexible printed

Beyond sourcing for promising start-ups

investee. Investment terms may include

electronics as well as IT (cybersecurity and

on its own, Cap Vista receives half of

safeguards such as anti-dilution clauses,

Traditionally, military technology has played

data analytics).

its stream of investment opportunities

voting rights over transfer of company’s

a leading role in technological innovation.

STRATEGIC INVESTOR
AND INNOVATION SCOUT

(also

core intellectual property (IP) as well as

the Internet, radar systems and the Global
Positioning System, were first developed
for military use before they were adopted
for

commercial

applications.

However,

fundamental shifts in the technological
innovation landscape have taken place over
the past few decades.

bolstering their economies, commercial R&D
expenditure has surpassed that for military
development.

According

to

National Science Foundation (2004), there
was a decreasing share of military R&D
expenditure in national R&D budgets from
1988 to 2000, for leading military nations
such as USA (from 31% to 14%), France
(from 19% to 8%) and UK (from 16%
to 15%).

through
from

its

network of local and overseas partners.

equity industry and liberalisation of financial
markets have also provided entrepreneurs
and start-ups with easier access to funding.
Those who were deterred by lengthy
processes of securing government contracts
chose to pursue growth opportunities in
commercial markets instead.
The distinction between military and civilian
technology may be fast disappearing. Today,
many commercial technological innovations
have high dual-use potential. The defence
community can leverage innovations that
are driven by strong consumer market forces
to attract significant R&D investments.
include

mobile

devices

and

user-interface technologies, communications,
energy, unmanned technologies (autonomous

incentives for early completion of technology
development milestones.

This extensive network comprises VCs, angel
Recognising the growing opportunities in

investors2, business incubators, research

Due diligence on the business, financial, legal

exploiting commercial dual-use technologies,

institutions and entrepreneurs. Start-ups

and technological aspects of the investment

DSTA set up Cap Vista Pte Ltd (Cap Vista)

with promising technologies are shortlisted

deal is conducted before obtaining approval

in 2003. Cap Vista operates as a strategic

for

project

from the Cap Vista Investment Review Board.

venture

opportunities.
It is common to find these start-ups

LOCAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ECOSYSTEM

investment

company

to

seek

potential

investment

or

the defence and security needs of Singapore.

operating in “stealth mode” without any
The US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)

web presence, as they are either in the

Technological innovation hotbeds such as

was one of the first government agencies

early stage of formulating business plans

Silicon Valley and Israel enjoy substantial

in the world to leverage venture capital to

or maintaining a low profile to avoid

competitive advantage. However, many

tap commercial innovation. In 1999, the CIA

competitors. Cap Vista’s unique role as a

countries are also actively strengthening

set up In-Q-Tel (Hardymon et al., 2004) as a

VC allows it to engage start-ups at an early

their

private, not-for-profit, venture corporation,

stage and collaborate on the development

for innovation and entrepreneurship, to

to tap the latest technologies brought about

of their business and technology roadmaps,

remain competitive and relevant globally.

by the Internet boom. The Internet boom was

seeding win-win relationships to meet the

In Singapore, the entrepreneurial scene has

also redefining the CIA’s threat landscape

defence and security needs of Singapore.

become more vibrant with strong support and

local

infrastructure

and

systems

concerted efforts from various government

with a huge amount of digital information

Globally, the explosive growth of the private

Examples

dealflow),
referrals,

innovative commercial technologies to meet

As many nations are now focused on

technology

as
and

investment

agencies, which have introduced financial

instruments (e.g. equity, warrants, and

grants and tax incentives to local enterprises

Cap Vista is a strategic investor similar to

convertible debt), Cap Vista establishes

and investors.

In-Q-Tel. Unlike traditional venture capitalists

strategic

(VC) which seek to maximise financial returns

companies and secures privileged rights as

on investment (ROI) over a fixed fund life,

a strategic investor, facilitating technology

Cap Vista focuses on technology ROI, i.e. the

access and collaboration.

that CIA analysts had to manage.

Using

various

VC-enabled

partnerships

with

investee

Nurturing Local Technology
Start-ups
In March 2008, the Research, Innovation

accumulation of technological capabilities
and know-how for Singapore’s defence and

For each investment, the investor-investee

and

security.

relationship is largely driven by a technology

National

Enterprise

Council

Framework

launched
for

the

Innovation

engagement plan which outlines the strategy

and Enterprise. Now managed by the

As a VC, Cap Vista attracts start-ups seeking

for technology engagement and the desired

National Research Foundation (NRF), the

investments and opportunities to develop

technology ROI. The technology engagement

S$360 million framework aims to spur

their innovative ideas and technologies

plan guides the Investment Team during

innovation and entrepreneurship through

in the military domain. Given the good

negotiations to devise suitable investment

programmes that bring together key players

standing of Singapore’s defence sector in the

instruments and investor terms. The terms

in Singapore’s entrepreneurial ecosystem

international community, securing Cap Vista

and structure of each investment deal are

i.e.

as a strategic investor is a tacit endorsement

unique, and are largely dependent on the

enterprises, investors, technology incubators,

of technology excellence.

needs and concerns of the investor and

and

entrepreneurs
institutions

and
of

small
higher

medium
learning.
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DSTA and Cap Vista are part of NRF’s

incubation

wish

In addition, Cap Vista assists promising

Cap Vista’s investments have helped the

review panel for grants.

to spin off their technology. Two of

start-ups in securing grants under the

start-ups to accelerate their technology

Cap

are

Defence Innovation Research Programme,

development, shortening the technology

NRF co-invests up to 85% (capped at

spin-offs from the National University of

as well as from SPRING and EDB. Cap Vista

acquisition cycle and time-to-market for

S$500,000) in Singapore-based start-ups

Singapore (Microfine Materials Technologies)

also partners with investment arms of these

their products (see Figures 2 to 4).

nurtured by selected technology incubators,

and

agencies (SPRING SEEDS Capital, EDBi, and

under the Technology Incubation Scheme

(Denselight Semiconductors).

for

Vista’s

researchers

portfolio

Nanyang

who

companies

Technological

University

implemented in August 2009. Since then,

IDA’s Infocomm Investments) to attract

Cap Vista reaches out to start-ups with

overseas entrepreneurs and companies to

innovative

seven appointed incubators have invested in

To encourage local R&D in defence and

establish operations in Singapore, enhancing

them to potential partners from the defence

31 start-ups. In March 2012, NRF added eight

security, the Defence Innovation Research

our local defence capability build-up.

ecosystem. Through these introductions,

new incubators to the scheme. Under

Programme was initiated by the Defence

the Early Stage Venture Funding Scheme,

Research and Technology Office of the

NRF also invested S$10 million each in six

Ministry of Defence (MINDEF). Since 2011,

VC funds to seed early stage investments in

the programme has extended beyond local

Singapore technology start-ups.

research institutes to include companies

Cap Vista has a portfolio of seven local and

internal stakeholders to streamline business

based in Singapore.

overseas start-ups which are developing new

processes,

technologies and capabilities to support the

between start-ups and partners in the

defence and security needs of Singapore.

defence ecosystem.

SPRING Singapore, Singapore’s Economic
Development
Infocomm

Board

(EDB)

Development

and

Authority

the
of

Cap

Vista

agencies,

works

closely

organisations

with

and

these

to nurture promising local start-ups and

to assist businesses and entrepreneurs.

entrepreneurs. Together with investors of

For example, the Technology Enterprise

the Technology Incubation Scheme and

Commercialisation Scheme from SPRING

Early Stage Venture Funding Scheme, Cap

Singapore provides Proof of Concept grants

Vista provides expert advice to promising

(of up to S$250,000) and Proof of Value

start-ups and entrepreneurs on how to

grants (of up to S$500,000) for R&D and

further

technology prototypes that demonstrate

particular, untapped opportunities in the

strong potential for commercialisation.

dual-use domains are explored to maximise

their

and

introduces

promising start-ups have received project

Seeding Defence Capability
Development

funding from MINDEF, the SAF, DSO National
Laboratories and Singapore Technologies.
In addition, Cap Vista works with key
thus

facilitating

interactions

institutes

Singapore (IDA) have implemented schemes

develop

technologies

technologies.

In

potential in both commercial and military
markets.

have established innovation and technology

technology

licensing units. These units offer their

significant commercial R&D investment that

IP portfolios for licensing by the wider

can be tapped to meet the operational needs

industry,

of the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF).

and

provide

mentorship

and

Figure
focus

1

shows
areas,

Cap

Vista’s

which

attract

Sensors

Energy

Communications

• Low cost networked sensors
• High-fidelity location tracking
(indoor/outdoor)
• Gunshot detection and localisation
• Lightweight and wearable sensors

• Portable power systems
• Advanced photovoltaic, fuel cell
and energy storage systems
• Micro power sources
• Self-sustaining energy systems

• Robust wireless communications
• Cognitive radios
• Secure and directed techniques
• High bit-rate and low bit-error
techniques

Technologies to enhance
Survivability

Robotics & Unmanned
Technologies

Information Technologies

• Lightweight, flexible materials and
designs
• Signature management techniques
and materials
• Heat management techniques and
materials

• Guidance, Navigation and Control
Systems
• Cooperative Network-Centric
Operations
• Innovative and Low Cost Systems

• Networked security, efficiency and
robustness
• Data-mining and processing
• Cognitive computing and sensemaking
• Planning and decision support
• Modelling and information
visualisation
• 3D simulation and war-gaming

Figure 1. Cap Vista’s technology focus areas

Figure 2. Portable fuel cell
chargers for mobile devices
(Source: Lilliputian Systems3)

Figure 3. Advanced piezoelectric crystals for
underwater projectors and sensors
(Source: Microfine Materials Technologies4)
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Figure 4. Inertial navigational units for unmanned ground vehicles
(Source: TungRay Instruments & Control5 )
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Venture Capitalist’s
Perspective on Innovation

INNOVATING IN THE FAST
LANE

The Power of Open Innovation
To derive cost-effective solutions to complex

portal managed by the US General Services

It is common to find VC units within

business and technology problems, new

Administration for federal agencies to post

large corporations now. To nurture new

practices such as crowd sourcing (i.e.

their challenges and crowd source proposals

capabilities, many corporations have adopted

leveraging large groups of people for ideas

from the public. The portal listed more than

the venture capital approach to search for

or problem solving) and challenge-driven

130 challenges from 37 organisations,

new technologies outside the organisation.

innovation are emerging. Notable examples

out of which 17 are related to defence.

This is often part of a broader organisational

of challenge-driven innovation include the

The

“Open Innovation” strategy, which was

US Defense Advanced Research Projects

“Shredder Challenge”, attracted more than

popularised by Henry Chesbrough, Executive

Agency

9,000 teams in a race to reconstruct five

Director of the Centre for Open Innovation

the

at the Haas School of Business.

Administration

In September 2010, US President Barack
Obama launched Challenge.gov, which is a

National

Grand

Challenges,

Aeronautics

challenge,

DARPA’s

Space

different documents shredded into 10,000

Centennial

pieces. The US$50,000 prize was won

and

(NASA)

popular

by a three-man team who solved it in 33

Challenges and DSTA’s TechX Challenge.

days with the aid of an image recognition

“Open innovation is a paradigm that
assumes that firms can and should use

Organisations

external ideas as well as internal ideas, and

turned

to

and
the

corporations

increasing

have

number

algorithm they had developed.

internal and external paths to market, as

platforms

Cap Vista is embracing this new paradigm

the firms look to advance their technology.”

in the market. InnoCentive is one such

of doing business and experimenting to find

– Henry Chesbrough (2006)

company

open

the best way to exploit such new crowd

innovation. It started out as an innovation

sourcing approaches. It also aims to broaden

In today’s knowledge-based and globalised

initiative within a global pharmaceutical

its outreach to the increasing number of

economy, knowledge flows as freely as

company, Eli Lilly. In 2005, it spun out

start-ups, in particular, those which have

investment capital through international

as a new business, providing a platform

promising technologies but are unfamiliar

networks of innovation. To leverage external

for

with the defence and security domain.

R&D resources, global enterprises distribute

their “Challenges” (problems) and crowd

R&D activities along their global value

source solutions from a global network of

In 2012, Cap Vista published a list of

chain instead of concentrating them in one

250,000 “Solvers”. These “Solvers” include

“challenge topics” to invite start-ups to

location or entity. A new breed of innovation

engineers, scientists, inventors, business

offer ideas and proposals for innovative

marketplaces and innovation intermediaries

professionals and research organisations

solutions to specific areas of need. For easier

(also known as inno-mediaries) has emerged

from more than 200 countries.

understanding by the external community,

which

“Seekers”

sourcing
specialises

(organisations)

in

to

post

the

to facilitate more efficient matching of IP

challenge

topics

were

translated

1,300

from problems that had been gathered

“Challenges” and awarded over US$28

via a collaborative process involving key

In a complex and highly competitive global

million in prize money. Depending on the

internal stakeholders. Each challenge topic

environment, organisations have to innovate

complexity of the problem, solutions to

outlines

and deliver value to their customers at a faster

the “Challenges” carry prizes ranging from

and needs within a problem area. To allow

pace but with fewer resources. Innovation

US$5,000 to US$1 million. Customers

start-ups to propose technologies which

has become a critical success factor and a

of

500

will be relevant to Cap Vista, challenges

prerequisite for sustainable development.

companies like Procter & Gamble and Dow

are framed such that they provide enough

To meet these new challenges, governments

Chemical, as well as government agencies

information on specific requirements and

and large corporations are adopting new

like the US Air Force Research Laboratory,

design constraints without compromising

approaches to their innovation strategies

NASA (InnoCentive, 2012) and In-Q-Tel

information security.

and processes.

(InnoCentive, 2010).

and expertise to market demands.

InnoCentive

has

InnoCentive

hosted

include

over

Fortune

key

operational

still in the early stages of adoption. These
approaches have strong potential in helping
organisations to reach out to a broader
community and finding solutions to their
needs within a shorter time. To exploit these
approaches fully, new processes, skills and
mindsets are needed.
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ENDNOTES
1

portfolio companies. Based in USA, the

from a company called iRobot, which has its
roots in building robots for military. Since
iRobot introduced the Roomba in 2002,
the market for such products has grown as
numerous commercial companies launched
similar products. Revenue from iRobot’s
Home Robots Division now accounts for more
than half of its 2010 revenue, surpassing its
defence business.
2

company spun out from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
4

Perspective on Innovation

Lilliputian Systems is one of Cap Vista’s

3

The first robot vacuum cleaners originated

Venture Capitalist’s

responsible for identifying companies developing promising technologies
that can be applied to DSTA’s work. He is concurrently a Senior Engineer

Microfine Materials Technologies is one of

Cap Vista’s portfolio companies. Based in
Singapore, the company spun out from the
National University of Singapore.
5

Wah June Hwang is a Senior Investment Manager in Cap Vista Pte Ltd,

(Land Systems) in DSTA. He managed the acquisition of specialist army
equipment for the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF), including the Advanced
Combat Man System. He also worked as an Investment Manager in
Fortune Venture Management Pte Ltd. June Hwang graduated with a
Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical Engineering) degree and a Master

TungRay Instruments and Control is one

of Cap Vista’s portfolio companies based in
Singapore.

of Science (Applied Finance) degree from the National University of
Singapore (NUS) in 1996 and 2002 respectively. In 2003, he earned the
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Charter from CFA Institute and the
Financial Risk Manager certification from the Global Association of Risk

Angel Investors are wealthy individuals who

Professionals.

provide capital for business start-ups, often
in exchange for an ownership stake.
Lee Keen Sing is a Senior Investment Manager in Cap Vista Pte Ltd.

BIOGRAPHY

He holds a concurrent appointment as a Principal Engineer (Land
Systems) in DSTA, leading a programme to innovate technological
Joseph Tan Tow Hua is Chief Executive Officer of Cap Vista Pte Ltd which
invests in innovative technologies that serve the defence and
security needs of Singapore. Prior to joining Cap Vista, Joseph
was

Head

of

the

Risk

Assessment

and

Horizon

Scanning

Experimentation Centre. He was also a key member of the National
Security

Engineering

Centre,

involved

in

developing

strategic

technology road maps and providing technological advice to the
National Security Coordination Secretariat and national security agencies.
He held key appointments in the Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) Chief
Information Officer Office and was involved in managing MINDEF’s
IT investment portfolio, spearheading the SAP Enterprise Resource

solutions in response to urgent requirements of the SAF. He conducted
technology risk management and facilitated funding requirements for
major projects. He was a systems architect and worked closely with
stakeholders to develop master plans for complex Systems of Systems.
Keen Sing obtained a Master of Engineering (Mechanical and Production)
degree from Nanyang Technological University (NTU) under the NTU
Research Scholarship and the National Science and Technology Board
Postgraduate Training Initiative scheme in 1999. He further obtained
a Master of Science (Engineering and Management) degree from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technolgy, USA, under the DSTA Postgraduate
Scholarship in 2004.

Planning implementation and IT governance initiatives such as portfolio
management and enterprise architecture. Under the Public Service
Commission Scholarship, Joseph obtained a Master of Engineering
(Electrical Engineering and Information Science) degree with Distinction
from the University of Cambridge, UK in 1998.
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Cheng Wee Kiang is a Senior Investment Manager in Cap Vista Pte Ltd,

Teh Shi-Hua is an Investment Manager in Cap Vista Pte Ltd, and

primarily responsible for identifying new and promising technologies in

she

the area of unmanned systems that can be used by the SAF. He holds a

technologies with potential defence applications. She holds a

concurrent appointment as a Principal Engineer (Land Systems) in DSTA,

concurrent appointment as a Senior Engineer (C4I Development)

overseeing the acquisition and development of ground unmanned

in DSTA, where she designs and develops command and control

systems and their enabling technologies for the SAF. He played a key

systems to support sensemaking, decision making and collaboration.

role in developing and equipping the first locally developed chemical,

She is also a member of the team which is spearheading the

biological, radiation and explosive robotic suite for the SAF which had

development

started as an R&D project. Wee Kiang graduated with a Bachelor of

competency in DSTA. Under the DSTA Undergraduate Scholarship,

Engineering (Mechanical Engineering) degree from NUS in 1998. Under

Shi-Hua graduated with a Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical

the DSTA postgraduate scholarship, he obtained two Master of Science

Engineering and Computer Science) degree from the University of

(Defence Technology and Systems; Combat Systems) degrees from the

California, Berkeley, USA in 2005. She further obtained a Master of

Temasek Defence Systems Institute (TDSI) in 2003.

Science (Management Science and Engineering) degree from Stanford

prospects

for

of

innovative

the

start-ups

Cognitive

which

Systems

are

developing

Engineering

technical

University, USA in 2006. Having completed the CFA Programme in 2009,
Shi-Hua is in the process of earning the Charter.
Ng Chin Chin is an Investment Manager in Cap Vista Pte Ltd.
She

holds

a

concurrent

appointment

as

a

Senior

Engineer

(Infocomm Infrastructure) in DSTA. She leads a team in providing

Dennis Khoo Ken Leong is an Investment Manager in Cap Vista

cyber security threat risk assessment and solutions to ensure that

Pte Ltd. He seeks new communications capabilities to realise

systems are securely designed and maintained throughout the

a

system’s life cycle. Chin Chin plays an active role in planning and

appointment

formulating cyber security strategies, master plans and solutions

in DSTA, leading a multi-disciplinary programme to acquire and develop

architecture to guide information assurance development and

software defined radios and related technologies for MINDEF

implementation within MINDEF and DSTA. She has more than

and the SAF. Dennis has worked on a myriad of communications

10 years of experience in infocomm infrastructure design and

projects ranging from integration of legacy transmission systems

implementation. She has been supporting DSTA, MINDEF and

and

the Ministry of Home Affairs in areas such as enterprise data

experimentation

networks, identity and access management solutions, as well as

In 2009, he won the Outstanding Team Award at the annual MINDEF

security assessments and solutions recommendation. Under the DSTA

Productivity and Innovation in Daily Efforts Day. Dennis obtained a

Postgraduate scholarship, Chin Chin obtained a Master of Science

Master of Engineering (Electronics, Telecommunications and Signal

(Defence Technology and Systems) degree from TDSI in 2007, and a

Processing) degree from École Spéciale de Mécanique et d’Électricité,

Master of Computer Science (Information Assurance) degree with

France in 2004.

Third

Generation
as

networked
Senior

deployment

of
of

SAF.

Engineer

wireless
emergent

He

a

concurrent

(Networked

holds

Systems)

communications
technologies

solutions,

and

to

techniques.

Distinction from the Naval Postgraduate School, USA in 2006.
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